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Abstract
The Multipurpose End-To-End Robotics Operations Network, in short METERON, is
a project initiated by the European Space Agency in order to prepare for the high com-
plexity of future robotic space exploration missions. For this purpose, METERON
provides a test environment that allows to evaluate and to demonstrate relevant con-
cepts and technologies in the domains of Communications, Operations and Robotics.
The effort for the integration of diverse robotic systems, especially from other agen-

cies, into the METERON infrastructure can be decreased remarkably if standardised
interfaces for common robotic capabilities are available. Hence, a set of Web Services,
the METERON Robotic Services, have been developed in a communication and im-
plementation agnostic manner, following the service oriented design principles of the
CCSDS Mission Operations framework.
This work presents the re-integration of the METERON Robotic Services and the

robotic elements of the METERON project which became necessary after a redesign
of the services implementation. The existent tight integration between the services
and the robotic elements is removed and an additional software layer is developed that
allows a clean separation between those two systems. The software layer interfaces
the METERON Robotic Services and is attached to the robotic elements, allowing
them to communicate with the METERON Operational Environment. Thereby, the
layer acts as an independent adapter which transmits telecommands, telemetry and
notifications from and to the METERON Robotic Services.
Sophisticated testing was performed within METERON’s Development Chain,

which is meant to simulate the setup of the system architecture as present dur-
ing experiments, showing that the developed adapter is correctly accomplishing its
designated tasks. Moreover, the performance of the whole METERON infrastructure
in synergy with the adapter was validated. Hence, the presented work can be seen as
a proof-of-concept for the future integration of robotic systems from other agencies
into the METERON infrastructure with less effort for custom software development
by connecting with the METERON Robotic Services.
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1. Introduction
The curiosity of mankind raises the will to explore and understand not only the Earth
down to its last bits but also space and other planets. A number of spacecrafts which
has been send off to distant planets and even comets is already providing us with an
overwhelming amount of scientific data. Additionally, landers and rovers are utilised
to discover the planets in much more detail than it would be possible from an orbiting
probe.
Robotic exploration missions are therefore an interesting and future-oriented con-

cept for interplanetary missions. However, these missions are characterised by a high
complexity which is even increasing as the scientific demands on the robot’s capabil-
ities are growing. As a consequence, new concepts have to be developed for future
missions which allow to perform planetary exploration in a reliable and yet efficient
manner using robotic systems.
The monitoring and control software for such robotic systems is often custom devel-

oped and proprietary, as the needs and requirements vary a lot between the different
space exploration missions [1]. In the future, when the technological concepts and
the research in human spaceflight have evolved far enough, the involvement of astro-
nauts located in an orbiting spacecraft expresses a considerable scenario for upcoming
planetary missions. The astronauts would be able to control robots on the planet’s
surface much more efficient than operational teams located on Earth could. Such
complex scenarios will most probably be realised as collaborative missions between
several space agencies, requiring an additional degree of coordination. This applies
especially for the integration of the involved hardware and software systems provided
by the different agencies.
The European Space Operations Centre (ESOC) located in Darmstadt is working

on a project called Multipurpose End-To-End Robotics Operations Network, in short
METERON, to get prepared for the high complexity and amount of coordination of
the before mentioned kind of missions. The METERON project aims to provide a
test bed for the evaluation and demonstration of relevant concepts and technologies
for future robotic exploration scenarios in the areas of Communications, Operations
and Robotics [1].
Moreover, it is intended to face the challenge of increasing the software’s reusabil-

ity when plugging in different robots and their dedicated control systems into the
METERON infrastructure. An interface of standardised services, currently defined
by a working group of the Consultative Commitee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS),
is provided to support the capabilities which are common to most of the robotic sys-
tems. By doing so, the effort needed to attach proprietary robotic systems to the
monitoring and control system of METERON can be decreased remarkably in the
future.[1]
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1. Introduction

1.1. The METERON Project
The METERON project has been initialised by the European Space Agency (ESA)
based on an international, multi-agency collaboration which experiences support from
NASA and other space agencies [1]. METERON provides an infrastructure that is
used to prepare for complex robotic exploration scenarios in the future. According
to [2] the major objectives, pursued with experiments in the scope of the project, are
the demonstration and evaluation of concepts in the following three domains:

Communications: Issues related to disruption tolerance and delays caused by large
distances. Also hard real-time communications (video, haptic data, etc.) and
the communication with multiple assets in parallel are of interest.

Operations: Issues such as human-in-the-loop rover/robot operations, the operation
of multiple rovers including multi-operator interactions as well as monitoring
and control of systems-of-systems.

Robotics: Issues related to haptic telerobotics, human/rover collaboration and also
the operation of multiple autonomous rovers which might be geographically
separated or at the same site.

The main future mission scenario simulated by METERON is the robotic exploration
of a planet like Mars with an additional manned spacecraft orbiting the planet. The
robotic systems on the planetary surface shall be controllable from Earth, like it is
the case for current missions, but also from the crew on board of the orbiter, as the
crew would be able to operate the robots using a higher bandwidth and experiencing
less delays. The METERON project tries to remodel this concept for different ex-
periments by using the only existing manned orbiter, the ISS, to monitor and control
one ore more robotic assets placed on Earth [2]. The operations team on Earth can
communicate directly with the robots or using a relay link through space via the
ISS. These links simulate the commanding of robots on other planets from Earth
via a direct link with small bandwidth or via orbiting relay satellites with increased
bandwidth.
In Figure 1.1 the high level architecture of METERON can be seen, which repre-

sents the before mentioned setup for experiments. For the execution of these experi-
ments, METERON provides not only the required communication infrastructure but
also a monitoring and control facility to be used on the ground, the METERON Oper-
ational Environment (MOE). MOE is capable of receiving telemetry data from various
robotic assets, from the distributed elements of the robot control system present on
the ISS and on the ground as well as from other elements of the METERON infras-
tructure. The telemetry data coming from the robotic asset can be received via a
direct ground link between MOE and the asset or via a space link where the data
get relayed by the robotic workstation on the ISS. The robotic workstation, called
METERON Operations Software (MOPS), is capable of forwarding commands from
MOE to the robot and is used by the astronaut to monitor and control the robots per-
formance. More detailed explanations on MOE and MOPS are given in Sections 2.4.1
and 2.4.2, respectively.

2



1. Introduction

Fig. 1.1: The high level architecture of METERON showing the general setup during
experiments. From [3].

The first experiment in the course of the project, OPSCOM-1, took place in October
2012 and had the objective “to evaluate and validate the suitability of the Disrup-
tion/Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) architecture as the communication layer for the
space to ground link for telerobotic operations in future exploration missions” [1].
The small METERON Operations and Communications Prototype rover, MOCUP,
could successfully be controlled by an astronaut on the ISS via a DTN downlink,
providing important input to the objective of facing communication protocol issues
with METERON.[4]
The OPSCOM-2 experiment was successfully executed in August 2014 and demon-

strated important aspects of DTN that could not be validated yet in OPSCOM-1,
such as custody transfer or the implementation of a full DTN uplink to the ISS.
Furthermore, OPSCOM-2 was the first experiment were MOE was used at different
sites on ground for monitoring and control of the experiment, as shown in Figure 1.1.
The experiments are supervised at ESOC, but the communication with the ISS for
example is coordinated from the Belgium User Support Operations Centre (BUSOC).
The robot used in OPSCOM-2 is called European Ground Prototype, in short EGP,
which is a car-sized rover with more functionality than MOCUP and is located at
the European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC) in the Netherlands.
Hence, MOE had to be deployed at different sites to provide all teams with the current
state of the experiment.[2]
OPSCOM-2 was also the first experiment where an initial set of METERON

Robotic Services was defined and validated. These services, from now on called MRS,
are used to transmit commands for the robot from MOE to MOPS or to the robot
directly depending on the used communication link, as seen in Figure 1.1. The MRS
shall provide generic interfaces for the common capabilities of the robotic systems

3



1. Introduction

used in METERON and replace their proprietary interfaces. Therefore, the services
are specified in an implementation and communication agnostic manner, so that they
can be used independently of the chosen communication protocol or programming
language. The integration of new robotic assets into the METERON infrastructure
requires therefore less effort for custom software development. The MRS have been
developed with the focus on the immediate needs of the METERON project but are
nevertheless based on the service oriented design principles of the CCSDS Mission
Operations (MO) framework and provide input to the CCSDS Telerobotics Working
group.[1][2] An overview of the work of the CCSDS working group can be found in
Section 2.2.
The upcoming SUPVIS-E experiment aims to demonstrate distributed and super-

visory operations of multiple robotic assets in parallel that shall be controlled from
the ISS [2]. To prepare for this experiment the MRS have been remodelled and a
newly designed API has been provided to allow a simplified interfacing with the ser-
vices. With the new API the additional robotic systems required for the experiment
can be integrated into METERON with less implementation effort. For the future
it will be of interest to keep the MRS fully compliant with the new robotic service
definitions of the Telerobotics Working group.
There is also a series of haptics experiments in the METERON project that demon-

strate advanced tele-operation technologies and conduct tele-controlling with real-
time force-feedback of robotics on Earth from space [2]. However, the domain of these
experiments is not related to the previously described experiments and is therefore
also not of relevance for the presented work.

1.2. Objectives
The METERON project has the goal to provide a test environment for robotic ex-
ploration scenarios that can also be used by other experimenters. Their proprietary
robotic control software and their related robots shall be easily plugged into the
METERON architecture, so that they can benefit from the available network setup
and the monitoring and control capabilities (i.e. MOE). The METERON Robotic
Services have been created as a standardised and implementation agnostic commu-
nication interface to allow this integration of any kind of robotic system.
After the redesign and simplification of the MRS API, also MOPS, the native

robotic control software of METERON, requires adaptions to interface with the ser-
vices. At the state of OPSCOM-2 the MOPS software was tightly integrated with
the MRS. These parts have to be removed from the MOPS implementation now as
a clean separation of the MRS and MOPS is desired. Also the direct ground link
between MOE and the MOCUP rover is affected by the redesigned MRS API so that
MOCUP has to be updated in the same way as MOPS is.
In the course of this work an additional software layer is designed and implemented

which will interface the new API of the MRS. This software layer will be attached
to the systems of the METERON architecture, willing to use the MRS (i.e. MOPS
and MOCUP), and will fulfill the requirement of having the MRS separated from the
related system. The layer can be seen as an independent adapter that connects to

4



1. Introduction

the MRS and provides its functionality to the robotic element to which the adapter
is attached.
In detail, the adapter has to take care of transferring telemetry from MOPS and

the MOCUP rover to the MRS and of forwarding commands from the MRS to MOPS
or the rover. The commands are sent from MOE to one of the two MRS deployments
depending on the chosen communication link (i.e. ground or space). Also notifications
about the status of execution of commands have to be passed from the adapter to
the MRS. So in general, the objective of this work is to enable the robotic elements
of the METERON infrastructure to use the MRS for a reliable communication in
upcoming experiments by integrating them into the according systems. Hence, it can
be seen as a proof-of-concept for the future integration of robotic systems from other
agencies into the METERON architecture by using the MRS.

1.3. Outline
The second chapter provides a theoretical background of subjects relevant for this
work. This includes details about the Interplanetary Overlay Network, which is a
special implementation of DTN for space applications, and the work of two CCSDS
working groups as well as basic knowledge on service-oriented architectures. Also a
detailed overview and explanation of the METERON infrastructure is given in this
chapter, which is essential for the comprehension of the whole work.
The third chapter deals with the development of the adapter for the MRS API.

Requirements and conditions relevant for the adapter are presented as well as the
resulting decisions on the design. Moreover, the technical details of the implemen-
tation are described. The subsequent chapter explains the details of the work that
has been done in order to integrate the adapter into the robotic workstation MOPS,
running on the ISS, and into the MOCUP rover.
Afterwards, the validation and testing of the implemented adapter is presented,

which was initially performed by using a simple simulation instead of a real rover.
Later on, during the final evaluation the small MOCUP rover was used and the func-
tioning of the adapter in interaction with the other METERON systems was investi-
gated in the Development Chain, which provides a realistic test setup for upcoming
experiments.
The last chapter contains a conclusion on the performed work and presents future

tasks within the scope of the METERON project. Especially, the standards defined
by the CCSDS will be of special relevance here.
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2. Theoretical Background
This chapter is meant to provide theoretical information and knowledge about tech-
nical aspects that are of relevance for the METERON project. First, details of the
Interplanetary Overlay Network, which is based on the concepts of Delay Tolerant
Networking, are given. Furthermore, the work and objectives of the CCSDSD work-
ing groups relevant for METERON are presented and also the basic concepts of a
service-oriented architecture and of Web Services are explained. Afterwards, further
details about the METERON project are discussed, explaining its infrastructure and
the involved systems.

2.1. The Interplanetary Overlay Network
One of the three domains in which the METERON project wants to prepare for fu-
ture robotic mission operations is communications. In this area, a main objective is
the evaluation of Delay Tolerant Networks as the communication layer to be used
in future missions [1]. The Interplanetary Overlay Network, ION, is a special imple-
mentation of the DTN bundle protocol and aims to provide the means for using DTN
in interplanetary communications. Delay Tolerant Networks in general are meant to
provide a network technology which allows to convey data between endpoints reliably
although the connection might be subject to large delays and disruptions or suffers
from frequent unavailabilities of endpoints. DTN is implemented as an overlay on
top of an existing transport layer and supports the persistent storage of data packets,
called bundles, to counteract the interruptions of the network connectivity.[5] This
means that bundles are stored on a node in a non-volatile way for a certain amount
of time until a proper reception of the data on the next node can be assured.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory developed ION “to reduce the cost and risk in

mission communications by simplifying the construction and operation of automated
digital data communication networks” [5] and to cope with the special constraints
that apply to interplanetary spacecraft communications. One important restriction
are the low and asymmetrical data rates during data transmission which put a focus
on an efficient use of the available bandwidth. Moreover, [6] states that the Bundle
Protocol will be mainly used to transmit relatively brief messages from a spacecraft to
ground as even fractions of data sets are important for the operations team. Hence,
the processing overhead of a bundle should be kept to a minimum as the ratio between
metadata and actual bundle contents would be inefficiently high, otherwise.
In order to improve the ratio between meta-data and bundle contents, ION is

applying a Compressed Bundle Header Encoding. The endpoint identifiers specified
in the header are of the form scheme_name:scheme_specific_part which consist of
an inefficient strings representation. The encoding replaces the scheme specific part

6



2. Theoretical Background

with numerical values and omits some parameters that can be recovered from other
values from the header [6]. The scheme name for flight operations was decided to be
“ipn” leading to an ION endpoint identifier that looks like ipn:54321.89.
Other relevant restriction for interplanetary spacecraft missions relate to the lack of

protected memory on real-time operating systems, the requirement of static memory
allocation and the limited processing power in general due to a radiation-hardened
design. These limitations lead to a significantly different design of an ION node
compared to a normal DTN node. The daemon processes of ION are operating
together on the same shared memory objects with inter-task communication using
semaphores, making operations much faster. Furthermore, the principles of zero-copy
procedures, meaning that all software elements use pointers to a single object rather
than copying it, and of highly distributed processing aim to increase the performance
of ION for its special utilisation in space.[5]
For the METERON project, a custom DTN bundle protocol transport plug-in has

been developed that allows to connect to the METERON Robotic Services imple-
mented as JAVA Web Services via DTN. Moreover, the standard C implementation
of ION was wrapped into a JAVA DTN API in order to use it in the METERON
infrastructure.[1]

2.2. The Consultative Committee for Space Data
Systems

The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems was founded in 1982 and is
defining standards for space missions in terms of communications and data systems.
The major space agencies and many members from industry are discussing and devel-
oping these recommendations and standards to increase the interoperability between
different agencies and to facilitate the collaboration in multi-agency missions. More-
over, not only development time and risks can be reduced but at the same time also
the high costs of space missions.[7] Besides many other areas that are covered by
the work of the CCSDS, the contributions of the Spacecraft Monitoring and Control
Working Group and of the Telerobotics Working Group are of special interest for the
presented work.

2.2.1. The Spacecraft Monitoring and Control Working Group
The Spacecraft Monitoring and Control Working Group, which started its work in
2003, is receiving support from ten different agencies for the development of a service-
oriented architecture applicable to space mission operations. With the objective to
provide a fast and efficient way of creating cooperating space systems, the working
group intends to define a set of standardised mission operation (MO) services.[1]
In addition, a layered framework has been designed in support of the MO services

which enables an implementation and communication agnostic service specification.
Figure 2.1 presents the different layers of the MO framework with the Message Ab-
straction Layer (MAL) as the level above the transport. It provides interfaces to

7



2. Theoretical Background

Fig. 2.1: The layered architecture of the MO framework. From [1].

the transport layer, so that the transport can easily be performed by any desired
protocol, and also to the MO service layer above. Hence, abstract descriptions of the
services in terms of the MAL can be specified, leaving the concrete realisation of the
services to the user.[2]
As a result, the MAL ensures the interoperability between MO services of different

implementations by acting as an intermediate layer which provides a standardised
way of conveying messages. This approach is also known from Web Services whose
structure is described in an implementation agnostic manner with the Web Service
Description Language, providing a user with the necessary information about how to
perform interactions between an application and the service.[2]

2.2.2. The Telerobotics Working Group
In contrast to the Spacecraft Monitoring and Control Working group, the Telerobotics
Working Group’s intention lies in the definition of standardised and generic services
for the domain of robotics. These specifications shall enhance the interoperability
between robotic systems from different agencies and foster the collaboration in multi-
agency robotic missions [1]. The results and conclusions drawn from METERON
experiments using the METERON Robotic Services provide important input for the
working group as the METERON project’s concepts are falling exactly into the scope
of these operation scenarios.
The transmission of information related to telerobotic operations in way that the

usage of a particular implementation or communication technology is not mandatory,
is closely connected to the purpose of the CCSDS MO framework mentioned in the
previous subsection. Hence, telerobotic services can in principle be specified as MO
services dedicated to robotic operations. Even the reuse of already existing service
specifications from other domains like spacecraft monitoring and control is possible.[1]
Services such as the Parameter Service, the Action Service or the Activity Tracking
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Service are generic enough to be easily applicable to different domains. However, the
Telerobotics Working Group just started its work in 2013 so that the robotic services
specifications and requirements are still being drafted and not yet finally defined.[1]

2.3. Service-Oriented Architecture and Web Services
The Service-Oriented Architecture, in short SOA, is the underlying design concept
of the MRS and of the service specifications made by the CCSDS working groups.
SOA aims to split up large automation logic and tasks into smaller units of logic
which can exist autonomously without being isolated from each other [8]. Instead
of relying on a large monolithic software architecture which is neither flexible nor
reusable, systems are more and more designed following a service-oriented approach
with the possibility to easily reuse or replace single components [9].
To ensure interoperability between the single services, each implementing a different

unit of logic, a set of principles needs to exist that provides the necessary amount
of interface standardisation for interactions but still allows the services to evolve
independently. To be more specific, each service in a SOA has to be represented by a
service description which provides any application, willing to make use of the service,
with the necessary properties of the service such as name, location and data exchange
pattern. Moreover, an implementation independent communication framework is
required in order convey information as autonomous messages between services.[8]
For the services defined by the CCSDS this underlying message pattern is represented
by the MAL, while the Web Services of the MRS make use of SOAP.
However, SOA is not meant to provide particular elements of the architecture or

to impose a certain way of implementing services, used to build a larger application
logic. It is rather defining the overall design approach of a service-oriented system
and specifies the interaction and communication pattern in order to ensure the inter-
operability between heterogeneous services and a fast unrestricted integration of new
services into the application.[9]
Besides other technologies that will not be further discussed here, Web Services are

probably the most successful implementation platform to realise the above mentioned
service-oriented design approach. A Web Service provides functionality in terms of
operations where each operation is defined by a certain pattern of messages that are
going to be exchanged between the service and a service consumer. The descrip-
tion of the Web Service interface and the message format are based on XML. The
most commonly used techniques for this are the Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) and the SOAP protocol respectively.[10, Ch. 3.2]
A WSDL document contains XML elements which specify general properties of the

service, like its network location or the protocol to be used, as well as the concrete
interface. The available operations are defined in terms of parameters and their
related data types to inform a service consumer about how to interact with the Web
Service.[10, Ch. 2.5]
The actual interactions are taking place based on SOAP messages which do not im-

pose the use of a specific programming language and can be transmitted with various
transport protocols [10, Ch. 2.4]. As mentioned in Section 2.1, a transport plug-in has
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been developed in the course of the METERON project that allows to convey infor-
mation with SOAP messages from and to the JAVA Web Services via DTN. Instead
of using an XML-encoding as for the ground link via HTTP, a more space-efficient
FastInfoset Binary Encoding has been applied to cope with the limited bandwidth
of the DTN space link. For the future, an optimised custom developed binary en-
coding might be implemented to further reduce the size of the SOAP messages.[11]
For example, some header fields could be omitted or another encoding different from
FastInfoset could be applied as FastInfoset encoding reduces only the size of XML
meta-data but not of the contents itself.

2.4. The METERON Architecture
In the following, the main parts of the METERON architecture are presented first.
Afterwards, the single systems are put into context by showing the connections be-
tween them and by explaining the communication and the flow of data within the
architecture.

2.4.1. The METERON Operational Environment
One important system within the architecture is the METERON Operational Envi-
ronment, MOE, which is used to supervise the experiments performed in the scope of
the METERON project. According to [3] and [2], the main capabilities of MOE that
are provided to the operational teams for monitoring and control of the METERON
infrastructure’s status and the experiment’s execution status include:

• Multi-hop action status tracking: The status of the commands dispatched by
any of the METERON operational teams (including commands which are re-
leased by an astronaut on the ISS) is tracked as the commands travel through
different METERON nodes and are finally received and executed by the rover

• Monitoring of experiment execution, covering the state of the robot and of
METERON systems as well as activities performed by all actors involved

• Reception of rover telemetry which is sent via the space link from the ISS as
well as via the direct ground link between MOE and the rover

• Storage and display of data produced by the robot including visualisation fea-
tures for images

• A map view which is not only showing the current rover position but also the
already travelled path and planned waypoints

• Telemetry which informs about the status of the network health by providing
latest ping times to the different nodes

• Housekeeping telemetry of different nodes of the METERON infrastructure
such as health and status data of the laptop on the ISS
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• Support for planning of experiments and generation of command schedules

• File management and transfer of files from and to the different METERON
nodes on ground, on board the ISS and on the rover

• Archiving and retrieval of all operations data for off-line analysis features

MOE “has been based on the reuse of the existing ESA Ground Segment Test and
Validation Infrastructure (GSTVI)” [1] and consists basically of two main compo-
nents which are the MOE Monitoring & Control (M&C) block and the Man Machine
Interface (MMI). The MOE M&C block provides all the functionality for MOE that
is needed to fulfill the tasks presented in the list above. The MMI by contrast is
connecting to the MOE M&C and represents the interface to the user in the form of
a Graphical User Interface (GUI), which lets the user access the data and configure
the functionality.[11]
As a number of operational teams at distinct geographical sites is involved in the

execution of experiments, a good coordination of the robotic operations is essential.
The efficiency can be increased and the source of human errors reduced, if a consol-
idated and consistent set of telemetry is available to all teams and if the operations
performed by other teams can be observed.[1] Thus, it is possible to deploy several
MOE M&C systems in parallel to allow monitoring and control from different sites.
For example, MOE is not only running twice at ESOC as a prime and a backup
deployment but also at BUSOC. Moreover, multiple MMIs can be connected to each
MOE M&C which provides the opportunity to monitor and control the robotic sys-
tems with many users at the same site with a single MOE M&C deployment.[3]
Furthermore, it is important that the command authority is coordinated and

handed-over between the different teams. This is implemented by an authorisation
service which gives the permission to send commands only to one MOE M&C at a
time and ensures thereby that no conflicting commands are transmitted to the robot.
Details on the implementation of the MOE M&C and MMI would go beyond

the scope of this report and would not provide any knowledge leading to a better
understanding of the performed work. Hence, only some important practical aspects
on the MMI are given. The MMI provides several dedicated perspectives of which
the most important ones are the commanding and the monitoring perspective. In the
commanding perspective the desired command and its arguments can be set and it
is possible to select to which robotic system it shall be sent. The commands can be
dispatched one by one or a command stack with several commands can be created.
In this case all commands in the stack will be released at once. In a toolbar above the
commanding perspective it can also be selected whether commands should be sent
to the rover through space via the ISS or over the direct ground link.
The monitoring perspective, which is shown in Figure 2.2, contains several windows

displaying all incoming telemetry. There is a window for the connection statuses
between the different systems in METERON and another one for displaying health
and status data of the laptop on the ISS, such as CPU workload, available memory
or different temperatures. Two other windows provide telemetry of the robotic asset
and of the robotic workstation MOPS. These windows can of course be duplicated to
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Fig. 2.2: The monitoring perspective of the MOE GUI.

show telemetry from multiple robots or telemetry received via space and ground link.
The proper reception of telemetry from the robot and MOPS is of special interest
for this work, as these data are passed through the developed MRS adapter and will
therefore be an indicator whether the implementation is performing as expected. Also
a map view is available showing the position and orientation of the robotic system
graphically. In the upper left part of the GUI telemetry parameters can be selected
to be shown in a chart displaying the history of the according parameters.
The commanding as well as the monitoring perspective have a window that informs

about the status of all commands that have been sent to the robot from MOE or
MOPS. This verification view shows for every command if it has successfully passed
a certain stage on its way to the robotic system until the execution of the command.
The sending of notifications about the status, which are needed by MOE to fill in the
stages, are involving the MRS adapter as well. Hence, the correct displaying of the
stages in the verification view depends directly on a correct implementation of the
MRS adapter.

2.4.2. The METERON Operations Software
The METERON Operations Software, MOPS, is the M&C system used by the as-
tronauts on board the ISS during the execution of experiments. It provides a GUI
to the astronauts which allows to send telecommands to the robotic system on Earth
and to receive telemetry generated by it. It is also possible to create whole plans as a
sequence of commands in a file that can be sent to the robot and to receive files back,
such as pictures taken by the robot.[12] Moreover, the capability of receiving video
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streams is developed at the moment. The usage of a first implementation was already
possible during tests (ref. Ch. 5) but the feature is however still under development
and will probably still experience updates ans extensions.
A screenshot of the MOPS GUI is shown in Figure 2.3 presenting its main func-

tionality. On the bottom line a command can be selected from a dropdown list and
dispatched with the desired parameters. For important commands concerning the
motion of the robot or the capturing of images direct command buttons are also
available. As in MOE, a command stack can be created to dispatch several com-
mands in a row and an abstract map view is provided as well. In the lower half, three
different tabs can be selected. The first one is a log showing the history of all com-
mands dispatched from MOPS, while the second one provides information whether
a command has been received and executed by the rover successfully. The third tab
provides an overview of all telemetry parameters sent from the rover.
MOPS is implemented in Python and very lightweight compared to MOE as it

has to provide much less functionality. Technical details on the implementation of
MOPS will be given during the explanation of the MRS adapter integration in Chap-
ter 4, when applicable. While MOE is the responsible system for monitoring all the
distributed parts of the METERON infrastructure, MOPS is only required to dis-
patch or forward operations to the robotic system and to process messages it receives
from it. MOPS is currently supporting the monitoring and control of two different

Fig. 2.3: The robotic workstation MOPS.
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rovers, MOCUP and EGP (ref. Subsec. 2.4.4), but additional ones might be added
for upcoming experiments. However, it is not yet possible to control multiple robotic
systems from a single MOPS deployment in parallel. This restriction will be elimi-
nated in the future but is still influencing the configuration of the test setup used for
the validation of this work.
The transmission of data between MOPS and the robotic system on ground is

not based on Web Services, as it is the case for the communication with MOE,
but is realised with a simple proprietary message format. This is basically just a
string message following a certain syntax that is known by the receiver. This way
the messages are kept in a human readable format which simplifies the testing and
validation in case the source for an error has to be located.[12] As messages between
MOPS and MOE are exchanged via Web Services, the MOPS source code contains the
generation of SOAP messages being sent to the services. The new MRS API provides
a simplified interface to access the Web Services and allows to decouple Web Service
related calls completely from the MOPS source code. The MRS adapter developed
in this work will provide an even clearer separation by acting as an additional layer
between MOPS and the MRS.

2.4.3. The Software Interface to Hardware
The Software Interface to Hardware, in short SITH, is a software layer deployed on
the rover to provide the interface to the robotic hardware. Incoming messages from
MOPS can not be directly interpreted by the rover itself but have to be processed
into hardware specific commands first which can then be executed by the rover.
SITH was developed up to a large extend by reusing Python scripts from MOPS

one-on-one [13], except for the GUI which is not needed in SITH and therefore omit-
ted. By doing so, the effort for the implementation is kept low and a system is created
that works with the same proprietary message format as MOPS. The messages are
received by SITH and are parsed into hardware specific commands for example for
controlling actuators or using the camera. On the other hand, telemetry and no-
tifications of the command execution status are embedded into messages that are
processable by MOPS and are then send back to the ISS via DTN.

2.4.4. The Rovers
For the METERON experiments one or more robotic systems are used which are
located at the robotic test site at ESTEC. These robotic systems do not necessarily
have to be rovers but can also be represented by static landers or any other kind of
robot. The next experiment for example will use a combination of rovers and a lander
to simulate a mission scenario in which a lander releases a rover to the planet. This
section will however only cover the two rovers which have been used in experiments
already.
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(a) The MOCUP rover that was used during
the OPSCOM-1 experiment and is still
used for local testing of METERON.

(b) The car-size rover EGP that was used in
OPSCOM-2 and will be part of future
experiments. [1]

Fig. 2.4: The two rovers that have been used in OPSCOM-1 and OPSCOM-2, re-
spectively.

2.4.4.1. The METERON Operations and Communications Prototype

MOCUP is a simple prototype rover which was used in the OPSCOM-1 experiment.
From that point on its main purpose was to serve as a simple platform for testing
and validation of the METERON architecture. The capabilities of MOCUP are
not exceptionally diverse but support the reception and execution of all important
telecommands and provide meaningful telemetry data. Hence, the setup and stability
of the network can be examined as well as the correct transmission and reception of
messages in MOE and MOPS.
As it can be seen in Figure 2.4a, the MOCUP rover is created with LEGO and the

LEGO Mindstorms system. It is comparably small with dimensions not exceeding
40 cm and can therefore be easily carried around between offices. Moreover, it can
be noticed that the robot has a chain drive on each side instead of wheels. The
chains can be controlled independently from each other resulting in a classification
of MOCUP as a differential drive robot. This functionality gives MOCUP the ability
to rotate on the spot which allows a much easier trajectory planning compared to
robots with an Ackermann steering.[14]
A system diagram of MOCUP is shown in Figure 2.5 which is presenting the

parts that equip the robot with its functionality. The central system of MOCUP
is a Beagleboard with an ARM processor on which a Linux operating system is
running. It has to be remotely accessed via an ssh-session, if needed, as the operating
system is running without a GUI and no screen is available either. The connection to
MOCUP can be established via an Ethernet cable or via WLAN which is of course
the preferable option if MOCUP shall drive around freely.
On the Beagleboard the before mentioned SITH is being executed to receive mes-

sages from MOPS. Depending on the received command either the software on the
Beagleboard itself is executing the operation or the command has to be passed to
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Fig. 2.5: System diagram of the MOCUP rover. The Beagleboard is the central node
which is distributing the commands to the subsystems and is collecting all
telemetry data to transmit it to MOPS. From [12].

the NXT. The Beagleboard, or to be more precise the Python application running on
it, is handling commands regarding the photo and video capabilities of the attached
camera or commands that concern the setting of parameters like the update interval
for telemetry. Commands that are related to physical actions of the robot, for exam-
ple driving, rotating or a tilting of the camera arm, are processed and then forwarded
to the NXT.
The NXT is a programmable block of the LEGO Mindstorms set to which several

motors and sensors can be connected. In the case of MOCUP, the NXT controls three
motors: one for each chain drive and one for the tiltable camera arm. Furthermore,
two ultrasonic sensors are attached on the right and left front of MOCUP and one
on the back which are used to detect obstacles in the close vicinity of the rover. The
sensor measurements are received by the NXT and are provided to the Beagleboard
where they are processed. All data that is meant to be transmitted to MOPS is
parsed by SITH into the proprietary message format and then sent via DTN.

2.4.4.2. The European Ground Prototype

The EGP rover is in contrast to MOCUP located at ESTEC and replaced MOCUP
in the OPSCOM-2 experiment. Figure 2.4b presents a picture of the rover which
has roughly the same size as the curiosity rover [1]. The EGP is a more complex
rover than MOCUP and its capabilities are more diverse. According to [13], the
camera head of the rover can be panned and tilted allowing to take pictures of the
whole environment without changing the rover’s position. Moreover, the EGP has
two robotic arms that can be deployed or stowed to simulate tasks the rover would
have to perform on a planetary exploration mission.
However, the EGP was not designed with the priority of a seamless integration into

the METERON environment. As a result, the rover is not communicating with the
same proprietary message format as MOPS or MOCUP and is also not supporting
the exact same commands. To integrate the EGP into the METERON architecture,
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it was therefore necessary to run a SITH deployment at the robotic test site (not
in the rover software itself) as an adapter to interface with MOPS. Also a command
mapping between the available operations in MOPS and the most suitable equivalents
supported by the EGP had to be done [13].

2.4.5. The METERON Robotic Services
The METERON Robotic Services (MRS) are meant to provide a harmonised and
generic interface for the transmission of commands, data and notifications between
MOE and MOPS or between MOE and SITH in case the direct command route on
ground is used to communicate with the rover. As the MRS abstract from the robotic
capabilities, that are common for many robotic systems, the integration of other ad-
ditional rovers requires less custom software development to interface with the robotic
system. Especially the design of the MRS in an implementation and communication
agnostic manner decreases the integration effort for a robotic workstation or rover
because it only has to utilise and implement the API of the MRS.[1]
The development of the MRS “has been based on the service oriented design prin-

ciples of the CCSDS Mission Operation (MO) framework and the service model spec-
ified by its Message Abstraction Layer”[2] but not all services have been defined
by the CCSDS yet. The MRS are implemented as Web Services using the JAVA
framework for Web Services JAX-WS which facilitates a fast implementation of the
services. Moreover, this has the benefit that the MRS require neither open-source nor
commercial third party software but only the features of the standard JAVA virtual
machine.[1]
Some of the MRS are not solely dedicated to the domain of robotics but are often

very similar to services that have been designed for spacecraft monitoring and con-
trol. Therefore, the following services of the MRS are based on and compliant with
the specifications of already existing CCSDS MO Monitoring & Control Services, as
stated by [2]:

Parameter Service: Provides the capability to receive the telemetry parameters pro-
vided by different METERON nodes by using a multi-cast, publish-subscription
interaction pattern. If a system, especially MOE, shall be enabled to display a
certain telemetry parameter it has to subscribe to the Parameter Service and
will be provided in an asynchronous manner with the updates of the subscribed
parameters.

Action Service: Provides the ability for sending a specific telecommand, which is
only known by a particular robotic system and therefore not available in a ded-
icated service. Dedicated services exist only for commands which are common
for most robotic systems.

Activity Status Tracking Service: Provides the capabilities to track the status of a
dispatched command as it travels through different intermediate nodes of the
METERON infrastructure until it reaches its destination node. The different
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status updates are in detail “Released”, “Received & Forwarded” by interme-
diate systems as well as “Received”, “Accepted” and “Executed” by the target
robotic system.

Authorisation Service: Provides the capabilities for coordinated robotic operations
in terms of commanding authority. A dynamic list of MOE M&C instances in
a particular deployment for a METERON experiment and their current role
(i.e. monitoring or commanding) can be retrieved. During the start of a new
MOE M&C instance, it is registered by the usage of this service and the list
is dynamically updated and provided to all subscribers. Only one MOE M&C
instance at a time can have commanding authority which is granted and revoked
by pressing a corresponding button in the MMI.

File Management Service: Provides the capabilities for file management and trans-
fers from different METERON nodes. The MOE M&C implements a virtual
file management system based on the information delivered by this service. The
file management system presents a synchronised view of the different file loca-
tions to the operational teams and allows them to initiate file transfers between
different nodes in an intuitive manner.

Moreover, a generic broker service is available which provides the functionality for
the publish-subscribe interaction pattern used by the previously mentioned services.
The information passed by these services have to be available to several nodes so that
a publish-subscribe pattern is the most practical approach to distribute the data.
There are also several services in the MRS which are more specific to telerobotic

operations. These services are giving input to the work of the CCSDS Telerobotics
Working Group and can serve as proof-of-concept for the definition of service inter-
faces for robotic operations [1]:

Robotic Motion Control Service: Provides operations to control the robots posi-
tion and orientation and allows also to set the speed the robot drives with.

Camera Service: Provides operations to take images and to set the camera’s orien-
tation.

Manipulation Service: Provides operations for the manipulation of robotic arms in
terms of deploying, stowing and grasping.

Plan Service: Provides the capabilities for the execution of plan files present at the
robotic system

Status Service: Provides the capability to set the interval for sending status updates
from the rover

Compared to the OPSCOM-2 experiment the Plan Service and the Status Service
have been added to the MRS while the operation provided by a Localisation Service
has been integrated into the Robotic Motion Control Service.
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2.4.6. The Overall Picture
The general configuration of METERON for the last experiment, OPSCOM-2, can
be seen in Figure 2.6. This setup corresponds in principle to the state of the infras-
tructure as it was present at the beginning of this work. For the sake of clarity the
BUSOC is not represented in this figure and also other intermediate network nodes
that take care of routing the messages between the METERON systems are omitted.
Using MOE, the M&C team can dispatch commands via the space link where com-

mands get relayed by the ISS or via the direct ground link. The route through space
is based on the ION implementation of DTN, as the METERON project wants to
examine the suitability of DTN for use in space, facing delays and a restricted band-
width. As the MRS are implemented as a set of Web Services, the communication
between MOE and the MRS is based on SOAP messages [15].
The MRS are deployed on the laptop running MOPS on the ISS and were very

closely coupled to MOPS on software level at the state of OPSCOM-2. Hence, modi-
fications in the interface of the MRS can directly affect the source code of the robotic
workstation. The development of the adapter presented in this work is meant to im-
prove this as the robotic workstation can remain untouched once it is interfacing the
adapter. Changes of the MRS would only affect the adapter then but not the robotic
workstation any more, as long as no completely new functionality is introduced.
The robotic workstation, which has so far been MOPS in all experiments, receives

the telecommands and their corresponding parameters from the MRS and translates
the operation into the proprietary message format used by MOPS and the rover.
Once again ION DTN is used to convey these messages to the rover at the robotic
test site on the ground.

Fig. 2.6: The METERON architecture with an overview of the main system parts
and the flow of communications.
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MOPS is sending the rover’s telemetry and additional internal telemetry from the
workstation itself to the broker service which is working according to the already
mentioned publish-subscribe pattern [15]. The broker in space is publishing data
while another broker on ground is subscribing to them and forwards the information
to the MOE deployments that registered for the data reception. This peer connection
between the brokers is reducing the traffic between the ISS and the ground because
the messages, such as parameter updates, do not have to be sent from the broker
in space separately to each subscribed MOE deployment. Instead, the data are only
sent once to the broker on ground which is then distributing the received information.
Moreover, it might be the case that there are also additional subscribers to the broker
in space. For example, a second laptop with the GUI of the robotic workstation could
subscribe to the broker to facilitate the work of the astronauts in the future.
While a command is sent to the rover, the different systems provide notifications

about the reception and forwarding of the message. Also the rover or more specifically
SITH sends notifications about the command’s state of execution back to MOPS
which is then publishing the notifications to the broker service. In the same manner as
the telemetry reaches MOE, the notifications are conveyed to MOE via the connection
between the two brokers. The notifications can then be displayed in the GUI to
verify the proper execution of commands. Also notifications about commands that
are directly dispatched from the robotic workstation by an astronaut reach MOE so
that a complete monitoring of the experiment is possible.[15]
So far, only the communication via the ISS has been discussed but also the direct

communication link between the M&C site and the robotic test site is important. This
link is not an actual part of the experiments but is fundamental to retain control of
the rover in case a loss of signal between the ISS and the ground occurs. In principle,
the ground link is almost equal to the space link: Instead of MOPS in space, SITH
is communicating with a deployment of the MRS at the robotic test site and also the
telemetry and the notifications are sent to the broker on ground. Hence, MOE can
still receive all necessary information from the broker and can command the rover by
using the MRS. The only difference is the missing relay step between MOE and the
rover and the different network protocol, which is HTTP in this case.[15]
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Robotic Services Adapter

This chapter presents in detail the development of the MRS adapter. Therefore, the
given preconditions and the required capabilities of the adapter are examined, before
the design and the implementation are explained.

3.1. Preconditions and Requirements
The MRS adapter is meant to provide a layer to MOPS which allows it to commu-
nicate with the MRS via the available MRS API. Hence, the adapter cannot be seen
as a standalone application but has to be developed according to the conditions that
are given by the connected systems.
The location of the MRS adapter within the METERON infrastructure can be seen

in Figure 3.1, which shows the ISS part of Figure 2.6. The adapter shall be directly
attached to MOPS and shall make the part of the source code unnecessary that is
currently responsible for creating and sending SOAP messages to the broker. The
communication with the MRS and the broker service will be the responsibility of the
adapter then. However, even in the adapter the creation of SOAP messages is not
needed any more as the MRS API provides a simple interface to transfer messages
and takes care of the binding to the Web Services internally. An overview about the
functionality, which the MRS API provides, is given in Subsection 3.1.1.
Basically, the MRS adapter has to fulfill three tasks. First, it has to forward

every command to MOPS that is received via the MRS from MOE. To achieve this,
the interfaces that are provided by the MRS API for each command, need to be
implemented in the adapter. In the other direction, from MOPS to the MRS API,
the adapter has to process all the telemetry data that is transmitted by MOPS and

Fig. 3.1: The position of the MRS adapter within the METERON architecture.
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send it to the API. Additionally, the notifications about the status of the commands
as they travel through the different nodes of the METERON infrastructure have to
be passed from MOPS to the MRS. Therefore, the adapter needs to provide several
methods that can be invoked by the MOPS code. A detailed description about
which notifications are sent and who provides them, dependent on who dispatched
the command, is given in Subsections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.
So far, there has been the capability to disable the communication between MOPS

and the MRS by setting a variable in a configuration file of MOPS to “False”. This is
of interest for testing MOPS together with the robotic system independently of the
connection between MOPS and MOE. It is required to keep this functionality and
thus the adapter should be developed in a way that allows an integration into MOPS
with as little mixture with the actual MOPS code as possible.
Moreover, it is desirable to design the MRS adapter as generic as possible regarding

changes of telemetry parameters or the definition of commands. This would have
the benefit that a recompilation of the MRS adapter is not always necessary but
only if completely new functionality is introduced to the MRS. Another technical
requirement is given by the fact that MOPS is implemented in Python, while the
MRS API is provided in JAVA and C ++ . This raises the need to think of a way how
to make calls between Python and one of these two programming languages.
All in all, it can be said that the MRS adapter should fulfill at least the following

requirements:

1. Implementation of the interfaces of the MRS API

2. Forwarding of all commands from the MRS to MOPS

3. Forwarding of the telemetry from MOPS to the broker via the MRS API

4. Forwarding of notifications from MOPS to the broker via the MRS API

5. Generic to changes of telemetry parameters and command definitions

6. Integration into MOPS should be as separated from the actual MOPS code as
possible

7. Bridging between Python and JAVA or C ++

3.1.1. The METERON Robotic Services API
The MRS API provides a simple interface to connect to the METERON Robotic
Services and to use the publish/subscribe capabilities of the broker. As the MRS are
implemented with the JAVA framework JAX-WS (ref. [16]), the API is also written
in JAVA. However, also a C ++ implementation of the API is provided so that users
of the MRS are not constraint to make use of JAVA to connect to the MRS API.
The C ++ API is basically a layer built on top of the JAVA API, as it is shown in
Figure 3.2. The necessary connection between the JAVA API and the C ++ API is
implemented by the use of the JAVA Native Interface which allows to call back and
forth from JAVA to other programming languages such as C or C ++ (ref. [17]).
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Fig. 3.2: The design concept of the MRS API showing its different internal blocks.
RCS denotes a Robotic Control System. Based on [18].

3.1.1.1. Assets and Identifiers

In the upcoming experiment multiple robotic systems shall be monitored and con-
trolled simultaneously and commands are going to be sent by MOE as well as by
MOPS. Hence, capabilities need to be provided by the MRS that allow to distinguish
not only between different robotic systems but also between different sources of the
released commands. Otherwise, it would neither be possible to send the operations to
the correct rover nor to create meaningful notifications about the status of execution
of the command.
Each operation that is sent via the MRS does therefore contain the name of the

target robotic system, specified as asset, and also an identifier which has to be unique
across all systems. This identifier allows to correlate the dispatched command with
notifications about the command’s status that will be received later on. To achieve
the required uniqueness of the identifier, it is build out of a releaserName (being
a MOE instance or MOPS) and an operationId which is given by an independently
incrementing counter for each system that can dispatch commands. The combination
releaserName + operationId is thus unique across all systems.[18] When the MRS is
informed about the release of a command, it will store this identifier internally and
will match the identifiers of subsequent status notifications with this list of known
transmitted commands.

3.1.1.2. Interfaces implemented by the Service Layer

The MRS API provides for all available services either interfaces that have to be
implemented by the robotic workstation (RWS) or interfaces that are implemented
by the service layer (i.e. the robotic services) and can be invoked by the RWS. For
services of the latter case, the RWS, or to be more specific the MRS adapter, has
to call getter-methods on the API of the style get<ServiceType>Service() to re-
trieve the corresponding interface.[18] The <ServiceType> of this function can be
Notification, Monitoring or FileTransfer, as these three services provide capa-
bilities to send data from the RWS to the ground. The functionality of the related
interfaces is explained in the following list, while the exact functions available from
each interface are listed in detail in Appendix A.1.
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Notification Interface: This interface provides the functions that are necessary to
inform about the status of the dispatched operation as it reaches different nodes
in the METERON infrastructure.

Monitoring Interface: This interface provides functions to publish parameters and
to subscribe or unsubscribe from parameter updates.

File Transfer Interface: This interface provides a function that allows to transfer
files.

3.1.1.3. Interfaces to be implemented by the Robotic Workstation

Besides the above services, the MRS API provides several interfaces that have to be
implemented by the RWS, or to be more precise by the adapter attached to the RWS.
This applies to all services responsible for the provision of commanding capabilities.
If an operation is released from MOE, the MRS receives this operation and requires a
function that it can call on the MRS adapter to forward the command to MOPS. In
order to make the implemented interfaces known by the MRS, they have to be reg-
istered via the register<TypeofService>Service() functions. According to [18],
the interfaces that can be registered at the MRS are listed below. The functions that
have to be implemented for each interface can be found in Appendix A.2.

Action Interface: This interface provides the opportunity to send any special com-
mand that is not represented by a dedicated service.

Camera Interface: This interface provides functions to take pictures and to control
the camera orientation.

Manipulation Interface: This interface provides functions to control robotic arms
available on the corresponding robotic asset.

Plan Interface: This interface provides functions to execute available plan files on
the rover and to stop them.

Robotic Motion Control Interface: This interface provides several functions for the
motion control of the rover in terms of position, orientation, speed etc.

Status Interface: This interface provides a function to control the sending of status
information in terms of setting the sending interval of telemetry.

File Management Interface: This interface provides a function that allows to react
to the availability of new files.

Monitoring Client Interface: This interface provides a function that allows to react
to new parameter updates.

Notification Client Interface: This interface provides functions that allow to react
to notifications on the different stages of command execution.
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3.1.2. Commanding from Ground
Commands that are dispatched from MOE, using the space link, pass through several
systems or nodes until they are executed by the robotic system. Each node will inform
about the status of the command as it passes that specific node. For intermediate
nodes this means basically to notify about a successful reception and forwarding of
the message to the next system, while the destination node informs about the state
of execution.
In Figure 3.3 the flow of notifications from the different systems until they reach

MOE is presented. This pattern is required in order to support the desired multi-hop
tracking for each node. As this tracking was already available in OPSCOM-2, the
functionality should be restored with the provided capabilities of the new MRS API.
After a command has been dispatched from MOE, the broker on ground gets

notified about the release. The releaserName and the operationId of the command
become thereby known to the brokers, so that correlating notifications can be matched
to the released command. This ensures that the verification steps displayed in MOE
are consistent, as it is for example not possible to notify about a successful execution
of a command which has not officially been released before.
Upon reception of the command, the MRS will publish a first acknowledgement
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SITH/Rover

cmd
release cmd

ack1

ack1

cmd

ack2
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aoe

aoe

aoe
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Fig. 3.3: The flow of notifications when a command is dispatched from MOE on the
space route. Based on [15].
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message to the broker in space to which the broker on ground is subscribed. The
notification gets then distributed to all MOE deployments. The way from the broker
in space to MOE stays of course the same for all following notification messages.
When the command reaches MOPS via the MRS adapter and is forwarded to the

robotic system, a second acknowledgement message shall be sent to the broker via the
functions made available by the MRS API. Once the command is received by SITH an
acknowledgement of reception (aor) is sent back to MOPS in the proprietary message
format the two systems are using. The aor should then be published to the broker
by MOPS using an MRS API function. If the robot did successfully execute the
operation, an acknowledgement of execution (aoe) is sent to MOPS. However, it is
also possible that this notification message contains actually the information about
the failure of execution or an interruption of execution. Depending on the contents
of the notification, MOPS shall invoke a corresponding function of the MRS API
to publish the notification to the broker. The conceptualisation which functions of
the MRS API are used for each case and how they are mapped to the verifications
displayed in MOE is explained in 3.2.4 as part of the Section “Concept and Design”.

3.1.3. Commanding from Space
If an astronaut on the ISS is dispatching commands with MOPS, the notification
pattern looks a little bit different from the one described above. The flow of commu-
nication for this scenario is presented in Figure 3.4.
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Fig. 3.4: The flow of notifications when a command is dispatched from MOPS. Based
on [15].
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After a command has been sent to the robotic system, MOPS has to notify the
broker about the release of the command this time. MOE will receive this notifica-
tion from the broker on ground and will then display the verification steps of this
command, although it has not been released by MOE itself. Additionally to the no-
tification about the release, the second acknowledgement message shall be published
by MOPS because it represents a forwarding of a command to the robotic system.
The first acknowledgement is missing in this case because the MRS are not part of
the command chain. The acknowledgement of reception and acknowledgement of
execution messages however have to be processed exactly in the same manner as it
was described in the previous subsection for a command dispatched from MOE.

3.1.4. Telemetry
Telemetry, or to be more general any monitoring parameter that shall be sent via the
Monitoring Service of the MRS, has to be passed to the corresponding API function,
publishMonitoringParameters(), in a specific format. The adapter is required
to process all incoming telemetry data from MOPS and to convert it accordingly.
Referring to [18], the API function is expecting a list of Monitoring Parameters,
List<MonitoringParameter>. Each MonitoringParameter is a struct with several
components which are presented in the following list.

• std::string name defines the name of the parameter

• ParameterType type specifies the data type of the value with an enum. Valid
types are INT32, INT64, UINT32, UINT64, DOUBLE, STRING, BOOLEAN and BLOB.

• union holds one of the values int32_t int32Value, int64_t int64Value,
uint32_t uint32Value, uint64_t uint64Value, bool boolValue in case the
parameter value is of one of these types.

• std::string stringValue contains the parameter value in case a string is sent

• std::vector<unsigned char> blobValue contains the parameter value if bi-
nary data are sent.

• ValidityState validityState is an enum value that defines the validity of
the parameter. Valid types are INVALID, VALID, UNVERIFIED and EXPIRED.

• Checkstate checkState is an enum that defines the check state in case it is
defined on the parameter. Valid types are DISABLED, UNCHECKED, INVALID, OK
and NOT_OK.
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3.2. Concept and Design
The requirements and tasks the adapter has to fulfill in order to connect the new
simplified MRS API to MOPS have been presented in the previous section. The
details about resulting decisions regarding the design of the adapter can now be
provided in this section.

3.2.1. Choice of the Programming Language
First of all, the basic question whether to use the JAVA or the C ++ version of the
MRS API has to be answered. In terms of the adapter’s functionality the choice of
any option should result in the same capabilities. On implementation level however,
this decision basically defines if method invocations between Python and JAVA or
Python and C ++ have to be translated into each other by the adapter because MOPS
is written in Python.
At the state of the last experiment, OPSCOM-2, when the new MRS API did

not exist yet, there was no C ++ implementation and JAVA had to be used. To
invoke methods in Python, it was made use of the third-party software Jython which
is a JAVA implementation of the Python language (ref. [19]). It allows to write
Python scripts that implement an interface specified in JAVA. Moreover, another
software called Pyro (ref. [20]) was needed to provide a remote connection between
the embedded Python script and the actual MOPS Python scripts. Further details are
not provided at this point as they are not of relevance for this work. The important
aspect is the fact that some effort was needed to establish a communication between
the MRS and MOPS involving two additional third-party applications. One of the
objectives of METERON and the MRS is however to allow an easy integration of any
robotic workstation into the METERON infrastructure.
It was decided to implement the adapter in C ++ and to use the C ++ version of

the new MRS API, accordingly. Thereby, it shall be demonstrated that a simple and
effortless connection of MOPS to the MRS API is possible, serving as a proof-of-
concept for the integration of any external robotic workstation into METERON.
One important advantage of utilising the C ++ version is the available Python/C

API that comes with Python and can be used in C or C ++ by simply including
Python.h into the code. It provides the capabilities to import Python modules,
invoke functions on them or use Python data types. Hence, Python code can be
embedded into C ++ applications or it can be extended by C ++ . The former is of
interest for the implementation of the adapter as it has to embed a Python module
from MOPS to invoke functions on it. The latter, extending Python with C ++ ,
which is needed to call functions of the adapter from MOPS, is done using Cython.
As the extension of Python with C ++ does not directly concern the implementation
of the adapter itself but its integration into MOPS, this is discussed in Chapter 4,
especially in Section 4.1.
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3.2.2. Shared Library
The MRS adapter is not meant to be a standalone application but an extension
which shall be attached to MOPS to provide additional functionality. Hence, it was
decided to implement the adapter as a shared library, also known as dynamically
linked library, which can then be linked against from MOPS’s Python code. The
code of shared libraries is not copied into the program which makes use of it as it
would be the case for static libraries. Instead, only references to the shared library
exist so that its code would need to be present only once on the system even though
many programs might use it. Hence, disk space can be saved because of less code
duplication.[21]
Another advantage of shared libraries becomes relevant if the code of a library is

updated or extended. As long as the interface remains unchanged, all programs link-
ing against the library have immediately access to the updated code as the references
are linked to the updated library at runtime. In case a static library is used the
application’s code would have to be recompiled to include the new functionality.[21]
These advantages are probably not of such high relevance as there is only a single

application (i.e. MOPS) linking against the library and hence not much code dupli-
cation is going to be produced. Moreover, Python scripts are not compiled to an
executable file which is then run, but are directly executed itself. This means that
Python applications take the code into account that is present during the start of
execution.
Nevertheless, a shared library is the preferred approach to make the MRS adapter

available to MOPS. Intensive web search yielded that it is presumably not possible to
import static libraries into Python code. For example, the Python standard library,
used to include C code, “allows calling functions in DLLs or shared libraries” as
stated in [22, Ch. 15.17], while no documentation could be found here related to
static libraries. As a consequence, if a static library is present, it would be required
to wrap it into a shared library. This is obviously a pointless option as the adapter
could have been compiled as a shared library directly then.

3.2.3. Command Mapping
Besides the general choice of the C ++ version of the MRS API and the design of the
adapter as a shared library, it has also to be decided how available commands or
operations are mapped to each other. On one side there is the list of commands that
can be selected in MOE and on the other side the commands that can be send to
the rover from MOPS. In principle, the available commands on both systems should
be equal as they were defined for the OPSCOM-2 experiment in close collaboration.
Nevertheless, this cannot be taken for granted if robotic workstations from other
agencies want to make use of the METERON infrastructure. As it is the purpose of
MOE to provide a monitoring and control system for any robotic workstation and
robotic system, it should have a standard set of basic commands that are common
to all robotic systems and mission specific commands should be added if needed.
Each command dispatched from MOE has to pass through the MRS which are

however not capable of supporting all commands with a dedicated service. The
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services shall provide a generic interface for the transmission of commands that are
common for many robotic systems as already discussed in Subsection 2.4.5. Hence,
they are not meant to have a dedicated service for each desirable operation that
might be part of a single robotic system. As a result, some commands that have been
implemented for the OPSCOM-2 experiment are not part of the redesigned MRS
anymore because they were not considered as common enough. It has to be analysed
how commands from MOE, the MRS API and MOPS can be mapped to each other,
where the universal Action Service (ref. 3.1.1.3) has to be used or which commands
are not applicable at all any more.
Table 3.1 gives an overview of the commands that can be mapped in a straight

forward manner as these commands are present in all three involved systems. This
applies fortunately to a large amount of the commands. The CAPTURE_IMAGE com-
mand can be sent with or without a specified filename for the picture to be taken
and also the ROTATE command can be dispatched from MOE with a relative angle or
with an absolute orientation which maps to rotate() and rotateTo(), respectively.

Tab. 3.1: Mapping of commands that are available in MOE, the MRS API and
MOPS.

MOE MRS API MOPS

CAPTURE_IMAGE captureImage() captureImage()
DEPLOY_ARM armDeploy() armDeploy()
EXECUTE_PLAN executePlan() executePlan
GO_TO goTo() goTo()
LOCALIZATION localisation() Localization()
PASS_STRING executeAction() passString()
ROTATE rotate()/rotateTo() rotate()/rotateTo()
SET_CAM_ANGLE setCameraAngle() setCameraAngle()
SET_CAM_ROTATE_
SPEED setCameraRotateSpeed() setCameraRotateSpeed()

SET_POSE setPose() setPose()
SET_ROTATE_SPEED setRotateSpeed() setRotateSpeed()
SET_STATUS_INTERVAL setStatusInterval() setStatusInterval()
SET_TRAVEL_SPEED setTravelSpeed() setTravelSpeed()
STOP stop() stopRover()
STOP_PLAN stopPlan() stopPlan()
STOW_ARM armStow() armStow()
TRAVEL travel() travel()
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It can be seen that even the command names are equal in most of the cases. This is
the case because MOE, the MRS and MOPS were and are developed in collaboration.
Although MOE and the MRS are meant to support any other robotic workstation,
the input during the definition of the services and their operations is of course mainly
driven by the currently used workstation MOPS.
Nevertheless, there are a number of commands that are not part of a dedicated

service in the MRS and must therefore be sent as an encapsulated command using the
generic executeAction() function. The commands to which this applies are shown in
Table 3.2. The commands related to file operations can of course be dispatched from
MOE this way but it is however not specified yet if they will be used in the future. The
file management system of MOE or METERON respectively is currently undergoing a
redesign and it might be the case that these commands become redundant afterwards.
A command that shall be sent via executeAction() has to be passed as a string

to this function. The string has to include the command name as well as the pa-
rameters in the order that MOPS expects for the corresponding command. For
example, to capture an image and send it from the rover to MOPS automatically
the string “CAPTURE_AND_SEND_IMAGE,filename” would have to be sent via
executeAction() to MOPS.
However, there are two commands present in MOE which would need to be send

as an encapsulated command but can currently not be processes correctly by MOPS.
These commands are the setGUIStatus() command, which is used to toggle between
an active and a passive mode of the MOPS GUI, and the uploadFile() command,
which triggers the transmission of a file from MOPS to the rover. As both commands
do not require a command message to be sent to the rover, they are implemented

Tab. 3.2: Mapping of commands not available in the MRS API that have to be sent
as an encapsulated command with the executeAction and passSting
method, respectively.

MOE MOPS

ADD_WAYPOINT addWaypoint()
CAPTURE_AND_SEND_IMAGE captureAndSendImage()
CLEAR_PATH clearPath()
FOLLOW_PATH followPath()
SEND_STATUS_UPDATE sendStatusUpdate()
SET_DEFAULTS setDefaults()
DELETE_ALL_FILES deleteAllFiles()
DELETE_FILE deleteFile()
GET_FILE downloadFile()
GET_FILE_LIST sendFileList()
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in a different manner in MOPS. This causes the passString() method to fail when
trying to invoke these commands. It has not been decided yet, whether MOPS will
be changed in a way to support the sending of these two commands from MOE or
not. As a consequence, a mapping is currently not possible.
Additionally to all the commands that are given in the two tables and could

be successfully mapped, there are also a few commands in the MRS API that are
not fully supported or needed. The three operations armGrasp(), approach() and
getReleaserName() are neither implemented in MOPS nor in MOE. As deploy and
stow operations for robotic arms have been defined in the past, at least the grasp
function will be probably added soon to the capabilities of MOE and MOPS. Three
more operations of the API, getRoverHeading(), getRoverX() and getRoverY(),
can be implemented in the MRS adapter by using the pose() function of MOPS but
currently non of these operations will be ever invoked by MOE.

3.2.4. Notifications
Similar to the mapping of the commands, it was also necessary to decide on the
utilisation of the notifications. On one side, MOE provides several flags in its com-
mand verification view which should indicate the reception of a certain notification
by changing their contents and colour. The MRS API on the other hand provides a
couple of functions that should be invoked to produce these notifications. Therefore,
it has to be commonly agreed on a mapping that defines which functions will trigger
which flag. This mapping has then to be applied to the configuration of MOE. More-
over, the actual meaning of each notification and flag has to be defined and thereby
when the sending of a notification should take place in MOPS (i.e. which event trig-
gers the sending of a notification). This common agreement on the mapping is shown
in Table 3.3.
MOE provides an R flag for the release of a command and several RF flags to

indicate a reception and forwarding of a command at an intermediate node of the
command chain. The RF flags are set via the notifyOperationAcknowledged()
function which expects a stage argument. By using this argument, verifications can
in principle be provided for an indefinite amount of intermediate nodes. Hence,
robotic workstations and rovers from other agencies that want to use the METERON
infrastructure are not restricted to a fixed number of steps but can create notifications
for as many nodes as they have. As notifications can inform about the successful
passing of a stage or alternatively a failure at a stage, the flags in MOE can turn
green and contain an S for Success or red and contain an F for Failure. The latter
is for example the case for the RF2 flag if a typing error occurs while dispatching an
encapsulated command via the Action Service from MOE. MOPS is then not able to
match the incoming string to a command and hence the forwarding will fail.
For notifications related to the execution of the command by the rover, MOE

intends to fill an A, S and C flag which represent an acknowledgement, start and
completion of an operation. However, notifications for A and S are not fully supported
with MOPS and MOCUP. MOCUP does only provide information on the reception
of a command and the final state of execution of that command. Additionally, the
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Tab. 3.3: Mapping of notifications to the appearance in MOE and to the correspond-
ing MRS API commands. A successful passing of a stage is represented in
MOE by a green S, while a failure is indicated by a red F.

Supported Notification MOE Flag API function
Release of the command from
MOE or MOPS R to S notifyOperationReleased()

Reception and forwarding of
the command by the MRS RF1 to S Handled internally by the MRS

Reception and forwarding of
the command by MOPS RF2 to S notifyOperationAcknowledged()

with arguments RF2, true
Reception and forwarding of
the command by MOPS failed RF2 to F notifyOperationAcknowledged()

with arguments RF2, false
Reception of the command by
SITH R3 to S notifyOperationAcknowledged()

with arguments R3, true
Command successfully
executed by the rover C to S notifyOperationExecuted()

with argument true

Command execution by the
rover was interrupted

S to F notifyOperationExecution
Interrupted()

C to F notifyOperationExecuted()
with argument false

Command execution by the
rover failed C to F notifyOperationExecuted()

with argument false

message format MOPS and MOCUP use to communicate with each other allows
only to send two different kinds of notifications. It was decided to map the first
notification from the robotic system to R3, which represents the reception of the
message by SITH. It would have been also possible to interpret the notification as an
acknowledgement of the command by the rover and map it to the A flag.
The notification about a successful or failed execution of a command is mapped

to the C flag. It has not been finally decided what should happen in case MOCUP
returns that the execution has been interrupted. This happens for example if a com-
mand is sent to stop the current operation or if the rover itself detects an obstacle with
its ultrasonic sensors while driving. The notifyOperationExecutionInterrupted()
function is one possible option which would set the S flag to F, representing a failure
during the start of execution. However, this is not perfectly illustrating what actu-
ally happened: Only the completion of the operation could not be achieved, while
the start of the execution was successful indeed. Therefore, it is considered to set
the C flag to F instead via notifyOperationExecuted(...,false). This would fit
the event better as an interrupted command can be basically interpreted as a failed
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command. A clear disadvantage of the latter option is a loss of the possibility to
distinguish between a failed and an interrupted execution by looking at the flags in
MOE.
Additionally to the active manipulation of the flags in MOE by sending notification

messages, the flags can reach an Undefined state U and a Timeout state T. The
former state represents the case that no information about a notification stage has
been received although a notification related to a subsequent stage is already present.
In case a notification returns a failure for a certain stage, the flags of all subsequent
stages are set to Undefined as well. The timeout state is reached if no notification
has been received neither for this stage nor for any subsequent stage within a certain
time span.

3.3. Implementation
The implementation of the MRS adapter based on the previously defined require-
ments, preconditions and concepts is presented in this section. How the created
adapter can then be integrated into MOPS is however explained in the following
Chapter 4.
The MRS adapter has been divided into several files and classes to create a clearly

structured application. The resulting architecture of the adapter is presented in
Figure 3.5. There is one class which represents the adapter itself and takes care
of invoking interfaces of the MRS API (ref. 3.1.1.2) upon calls from MOPS. More-
over, one class for each service interface that has to be implemented by the adapter
(ref. 3.1.1.3) is created, allowing the MRS to forward requests from MOE on ground.
An additional auxiliary Sender class is implemented which takes care of invoking
interface functions of MOPS, using the Python/C API.

Fig. 3.5: The architectural design of the MRS adapter, in terms of created classes,
exemplary functions and the flow of function calls.
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3.3.1. Adapter.cpp
The entry point to the adapter is the class Adapter() in the Adapter.cpp file. To
use the MRS adapter this class has to be instantiated and afterwards initialised with
the initialise(string filename) function. The filename in the argument specifies
the location and name of a configuration file, required to keep the adapter generic.
Its contents and usage is described in Subsection 3.3.4.
During the initialisation, the adapter parses the configuration file line by line and

puts the extracted properties into a map which stores elements as a key and value
pair. Moreover, the MRS is started by invoking the API’s initialize() function and
also an instance of the MOPS class Model() is retrieved by using the Python/C API.
This MOPS class contains the functions that will be called to forward commands
from the MRS to MOPS. As the aspects of integrating calls to Python into C ++ are
probably not very common, these parts will be presented in more detail.
First of all, the Python interpreter has to be initialised before any function of the

Python/C API can be used. This is done in line 3 of the following code snippet of
the initialise() function. The next three lines are related to the global interpreter
lock (GIL) which is used for multi-threaded Python programmes. As Python is not
completely thread-safe, a thread has to hold the global interpreter lock before it can
invoke operations on Python objects.[23, Initialization, Finalization, and Threads]

1 bool Adapter : : i n i t i a l i s e ( s t r i n g f i l ename ) {
2 [ . . . ]
3 P y _ I n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
4 PyEval_InitThreads ( ) ;
5 PyGILState_STATE g s t a t e ;
6 g s t a t e = PyGILState_Ensure ( ) ;

Not implementing the acquisition of the GIL caused indeed severe errors. Hence,
the GIL is first initialised in line 4 and afterwards the PyGILState_Ensure() method
is used to acquire it and to ensure that calls to Python/C API functions are secure.
The thread state has to be saved in a variable and passed back when the GIL is
released. Thereby, the Python state as it was present before the acquisition of the
GIL can be restored.
Now that calls to Python can be safely done, an instance of the MOPS class

Model() can be retrieved. In a first step, the module, in which the class is lo-
cated, is imported and it is checked if the operation was successful (lines 7-12). The
pythonFile variable is received from the configuration file so that changing the name
of the module does not affect the adapters performance.

7 pModule = PyImport_ImportModule ( pythonFi le . c_str ( ) ) ;
8

9 i f ( pModule == NULL) {
10 PyErr_Print ( ) ;
11 re turn f a l s e ;
12 }
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In line 13 the dict attribute of the module is obtained which holds basically
a list of objects that are available in this module. From the dictionary a reference
to the object with the name specified by pythonClass is then acquired if it can be
found. In this case the object that is searched for is Model.

13 pDict = PyModule_GetDict ( pModule ) ;
14 pClass = PyDict_GetItemString ( pDict , pythonClass . c_str ( ) ) ;
15

16 i f ( PyCallable_Check ( pClass ) ) {
17 pInstance = PyObject_CallObject ( pClass , NULL) ;
18 } e l s e {
19 cout << " Error whi l e i n s t a n t i a t i n g c l a s s " << endl ;
20 re turn f a l s e ;
21 }
22

23 Py_DECREF( pModule ) ;
24 PyGILState_Release ( g s t a t e ) ;
25 [ . . . ]
26 }

If the object could be successfully retrieved, an instance of the Model() class is
created afterwards by calling PyObject_CallObject(). This instance will be kept
throughout the execution of the adapter as it is needed to call functions within that
class. Finally, the reference count of the module object is decremented because it is
not needed anymore, and the GIL is released. The reference counting is not done
automatically, so that all references to an object have to be handled manually. The
import function that was used initially returns a new reference to the module object
and hence the reference count has to be decremented in the end in order to ensure a
deallocation of the object. The objects pDict and pClass are only borrowed refer-
ences according to the definition of the used functions (ref. [23, Importing Modules])
so that they do not have to be dereferenced.
Additionally to the creation of an instance of the Model class, the initialisation

takes care of retrieving and registering the service interfaces by using the get and
register functions of the API mentioned in 3.1.1.2 and 3.1.1.3, respectively. By doing
this, the MRS can invoke the functions of the interface which the adapter implements
and the adapter can invoke the functions which the MRS implement.
The services of the latter case are the Notification, Monitoring and File Transfer

Services. The functions of these services have to be made available to MOPS as they
are used to send notifications and telemetry and to request files. Thus, the Adapter
class defines own functions which correspond to the available functions of the three
services. In these adapter functions the related functions of the services are sim-
ply invoked and the passed arguments from MOPS are forwarded to the MRS. For
the publishing of telemetry some processing has to be done in order to convert an
incoming telemetry string from MOPS into a list of Monitoring parameters (ref. Sub-
sec. 3.1.4) but the other functions are indeed performing pure forwarding of the
arguments. By doing so, the adapter is basically reproducing the interface of the
MRS and makes its functionality available to MOPS.
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3.3.2. Service Interface Implementation Classes
One class is created for each of the service interfaces specified in 3.1.1.3, that should be
supported by the adapter. These classes implement all the functions of each service
listed in Appendix A.2. However, the File Management Interface, the Monitoring
Client Interface and the Notification Client Interface have not been implemented
because there is no use for them. All three services provide capabilities to react to
certain events. The MRS calls the functions of these interfaces if a new file, a new
parameter update or a new notification is available and can therefore be used as a
trigger for the execution of some action (e.g. updating the contents of a telemetry
display). As MOPS is the provider of telemetry and notifications to the MRS API,
there is currently no use-case where MOPS would require those client functionalities
to react upon newly available data which have been provided by MOPS itself anyway.
The implementation of the interface functions is basically done in the same way for

each service. The goTo() function of the Robotic Motion Control Service shown in
the following code snippet below will serve as an example. The arguments assetName,
releaserName and operationId are passed to all functions as they define the des-
tination of the command and form the unique identifier of the command, respec-
tively (ref. 3.1.1.1). The remaining arguments are specific to the individual command,
in this case a coordinate represented by x and y.
The function itself is very simple as it is just invoking the send() function of the

auxiliary Sender class, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The assetName is not passed on
because MOPS is not expecting to receive this parameter. MOPS does not support
the controlling of multiple robotic systems yet and thus it does neither need this
parameter nor is it capable of handling the parameter if it would be passed anyway.
Instead an erroneous command would be forwarded to the rover in that case. The
string stored in the configMap contains the name of the corresponding command in
MOPS as specified by the command mapping in Section 3.2.3.

1 void Robot icMot ionContro lServ ice : : goTo ( const s t r i n g& assetName ,
int32_t x , int32_t y , const s t r i n g& releaserName , int32_t
opera t i on Id ) {

2

3 sender−>send ( releaserName , operat ionId , configMap [ " goTo " ] ,
x , y ) ;

4 }

3.3.3. Sender.cpp
The Sender class contains the function send() which is responsible for forwarding
the commands received from the MRS API to MOPS. The class has been created to
produce less code duplication in the service interface functions described above. The
send() function makes use of the function overloading concept and has hence been
implemented multiple times with differing arguments.
One version of the send() function is exemplarily shown in the following code

snippet. The first three arguments remain the same for each version of the function
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whereas the remaining arguments change their quantity and data type. The version
shown in the code corresponds to the send() function invoked by the goTo() method
which was described before.

1 void Sender : : send ( const s t r i n g& releaserName , int32_t
operat ionId , const s t r i n g& command , int32_t arg1 , int32_t
arg2 ) {

2

3 g s t a t e = PyGILState_Ensure ( ) ;
4

5 PyObject∗ header = Py_BuildValue ( " [ s , i ] " ,
re leaserName . c_str ( ) , ope ra t i on Id ) ;

6

7 s t r i n g format = " Oi i " ;
8

9 PyObject_CallMethod ( pInstance , ( char ∗)command . c_str ( ) ,
( char ∗) format . c_str ( ) , header , arg1 , arg2 ) ;

10

11 Py_DECREF( header ) ;
12 PyGILState_Release ( g s t a t e ) ;
13 }

As for the initialise() function of the Adapter class, the GIL has to be acquired
before any operation of the Python/C API should be used. Once this is done, the
arguments can be converted in the format that is expected by the function that will
be called in MOPS. The releaserName of the command and its operationId have
to be combined to a tuple which is done in line 5. The notation "[s,i]" defines that
the tuple will be constructed out of a string and an integer value.
The PyObject_CallMethod() function is used to call a Python function from C ++ .

The first argument pInstance is the instance of the Model class that was retrieved
during the initialisation of the adapter. In the Model class, the function with the name
specified by command shall be invoked. Additionally to the parameters themselves,
their format has to be specified in an argument as well. In this version of the send()
method the tuple header, which is representing a Python object, O, is passed to
MOPS together with two integers, ii. After decrementing the reference counter of
the header object in the end, the GIL can be released again.

3.3.4. Configuration File
In a configuration file several information and properties are specified with the ob-
jective to keep the MRS adapter generic. If minor changes are applied to the MOPS
code, an updating and recompiling of the MRS adapter might be prevented by ex-
pressing the changes in the parameters of the configuration file.
The configuration file has been created as a simple text file in which each line holds

a key and its corresponding value in the format <key>=<value>. The properties and
configurations that shall be specified in this format, in order to allow the adapter to
perform properly, are presented in the following list:
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• The configuration file allows to specify the location of the Python functions
that shall be callable by the adapter. This is done by setting the names of the
Python script and the class within that script. In case MOPS is redesigned and
the location changes, only these two parameters have to be adapted.

• The configuration file defines two delimiter characters for the incoming teleme-
try string. The characters are used to split the string at these positions. If the
characters in the string format change in MOPS, the configuration file has to
be changed accordingly.

• For each telemetry parameter sent from MOPS the data type has to be specified
so that the adapter can build a list of MonitoringParameters out of the string
(ref. Subsec. 3.1.4). If new telemetry parameters are defined they need to be
added to the configuration file before they can be forwarded by the adapter to
the MRS API successfully.

• For each command available in the MRS API that shall be forwarded to MOPS,
the related name of the function in MOPS has to be specified. This correlates
with the command mapping that has been defined in Table 3.1 on page 30. By
doing so, the function names in MOPS can be changed arbitrarily as long as
the new mapping will be represented in the configuration file.

All in all, these settings in the configuration file allow to change the characters
which separate the telemetry values and to add additional telemetry parameters.
Moreover, changes to command names in MOPS do not require any code adaption
in the adapter and also the location of the callable commands in MOPS can be set.
Hence, the implementation of the adapter does not rely on any hard coded value in
the above mentioned areas.

3.3.5. Building the METERON Robotic Services Adapter
For building the MRS adapter several include paths and libraries have to be specified
in the makefile. The makefile was created with Eclipse where all the settings have
been inserted.
The adapter includes different header files additional to the ones part of the stan-

dard C ++ library. The include folder of the MRS API has to be specified in the
include path with the -I option, as this folder contains all the service interface head-
ers. Moreover, some JAVA folders have to be included for the MRS API and also the
Python include folder needs to be specified to be able to use the Python/C API.
An important aspect when compiling the source files into object files is the use of

the -fPIC flag. It ensures that the code is compiled as Position-Independent Code
which is required if the object files shall be used in shared libraries. For shared
libraries the address at which it is loaded into an application is not fixed but may
vary. Therefore, the use of Position-Independent Code makes sure that the code does
not rely on fixed addresses but will still work if applications load the shared library
at a different address.[21]
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In a next step the shared library has to be created out of the single object files. As
the MRS adapter itself depends on other shared libraries, they have to be specified
for the linker. A shared library of the MRS API, the library of the JAVA Virtual
Machine and a Python library are required. Their locations have to be specified with
the -L option as they are not placed at one of the locations on the system that are
searched for by default.
The resulting .so file can then be linked by other C ++ programmes, willing to

use its functionality. In this case however, the shared library shall be used from
Python which requires an additional building step. This procedure is explained in
Section 4.1 as it is rather related to the integration of the adapter into MOPS than to
the development of the adapter itself. Moreover, the shared library has to be made
available to the loader at runtime before it can be executed. Necessary steps are
presented in the section about the environmental setup in 4.5.
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The previous chapter dealt solely with the development of the MRS adapter while
no details have been given about the integration of it into MOPS, yet. This chapter
will present how the C ++ functions of the adapter are made available to Python
and how the adapter’s functionalities are used in MOPS to publish notifications and
telemetry. Moreover, different aspects related to the setup and configuration of the
system environment are discussed. These aspects are not directly related to the
Python implementation but are necessary to make MOPS and the MRS adapter
work correctly.

4.1. Cython
The Python/C API, which has been already used to embed Python calls into the
adapter, provides also the capabilities to write C or C ++ extensions for Python.
Hence, it can in principle be used to expose the functions of the adapter for no-
tifications and telemetry to MOPS. However, defining Python accessible functions
in C ++ using the Python/C API comes with a remarkably high and non-trivial im-
plementation effort compared to the simplicity of the functions that shall be made
available to MOPS. As this might be an additional potential error source and because
there are several other alternatives to extend Python with C ++ , the Python/C API
is not being used for this task.
Instead, the chosen solution to extend Python code with C ++ is Cython. It is a

superset of the Python language and allows to compile C or C ++ code into extension
modules that can be imported and used in the same way as any other Python module.
To generate such a module, a so called pyx file has to be created which contains
the interface to the C ++ functions and a wrapper class that makes the interface
accessible from Python.[24] Hence, the complex manual wrapping that comes with
the Python/C API can be avoided by using this more automated approach.
Python also provides a ctypes library which provides direct access to shared li-

braries [22, Ch. 15.17]. However, if a shared library is imported using ctypes, the
invocation of the C ++ functions and the treatment of return values differs from the
standard way of dealing with native Python modules.
As a consequence, the utilisation of the Python/C API or the ctypes library,

requires either additional code in the C ++ implementation of the adapter or in the
Python code of MOPS, respectively. Cython in contrast allows to keep the C ++ and
Python code clean and to avoid manual translation by compiling the shared library
with an additional file that specifies the interface for Python. All in all, it is mostly
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a matter of personal preference how to achieve the extension of Python with C ++ ,
especially when taking into account that there exist even more alternatives that shall
not be further discussed here.

4.1.1. Exposing Functions to Python
As mentioned above a pyx file needs to be created that defines functions from the
C ++ library that shall be exposed to Python. The first part of the pyx file specifies
the interface to the MRS adapter. Therefore, the MRS adapter or to be more precise
its functions have to be included into Cython at the beginning which is done in line
1 of the code snippet. Afterwards, the functions of the adapter that shall be callable
from Python are simply listed in the same way as they are written in the header file
of the adapter. The constructor and three functions are shown exemplarily in the
code but of course more functions are defined to publish the different notification
stages, as it can be seen by looking at the complete file in Appendix B.1.

1 cde f extern from " . . / s r c /Adapter . h " :
2 cde f cppc l a s s Adapter :
3 Adapter ( ) except +
4 bool i n i t i a l i s e ( s t r i n g f i l ename ) ;
5 bool publishParam ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g

parameterValues ) ;
6 bool notifyCmdExecution ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t

operat ionId , bool r e s u l t ) ;
7 [ . . . ]

This definition of the interface is straight forward but not sufficient to make the
functions available to MOPS. In the second part of the pyx file a wrapper for the
Adapter class has to be defined which specifies the functions for Python. A class
MRSAdapter is defined whose cinit function will be called by Python when the
adapter is instanciated. The function will create a pointer to an instance of the
interface class specified above. Additionally, a destructor and a set of forwarding
methods is created. The forwarding methods are the ones that will be called from
Python. They will invoke the corresponding function of the interface using the pointer
and pass on the arguments as shown for the initialise() function.

1 cde f c l a s s MRSAdapter :
2 cde f Adapter ∗ t h i s p t r
3 de f __cinit__ ( s e l f ) :
4 s e l f . t h i s p t r = new Adapter ( )
5

6 de f __dealloc__ ( s e l f ) :
7 de l s e l f . t h i s p t r
8

9 de f i n i t i a l i s e ( s e l f , f i l ename ) :
10 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . i n i t i a l i s e ( f i l ename )
11 [ . . . ]
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4.1.2. Compiling the Extension
For compiling the shared library and the pyx file into a Python extension a setup.py
file is created. The programming language has to be specified as C ++ , as C is
expected by default, and the just created pyx file has to be defined as source. The
linked libraries are the same as for building the adapter but additionally the shared
library of the adapter itself has to be set. The locations in terms of include and
library directories have to be specified as well. The contents of the setup.py is given
as a reference in Appendix B.2.
Invoking “python setup.py build_ext --inplace” in a terminal causes Cython

to compile the pyx file into a C ++ source file first. Afterwards, the C ++ compiler will
create the final shared library that can be imported into Python. This shared library
does not have to be imported using ctypes but can be treated as a standard Python
module thanks to the additional compilation step.

4.2. The Structure of the METERON Operations
Software

Using the newly created shared library, the MRS adapter can now be integrated into
the MOPS code to provide the communication with the MRS API and thus MOE.
MOPS is split up into several Python modules which take care about different parts

of the functionality. A main module starts the processes that are defined by some of
the modules. The processes that are of interest for this work are the DTN_IN and the
DTN_OUT processes as they take care of receiving and sending messages from and to the
rover via DTN. There are additionally a DTN_VIDEO process which is responsible for
receiving a video stream from the rover, a FOLDER_MONITOR process which is checking
a folder for the arrival of a file and a LOG_SENDER process which can send log files
to the rover. Moreover, the GUI is started by the main module as an independent
thread.
Python is making use of queues to pass information between processes. Hence,

an IN_QUEUE does exist to which the received messages from the rover are put by
the DTN_IN process. Messages that shall be transmitted to the rover are put in an
OUT_QUEUE from where the DTN_OUT process gets the messages and sends them via
DTN.
The most important module for this work is the MOPS model. This module is

the central point where telemetry messages from the rover are processed and where
telecommand messages are created. Therefore, this module is the counterpart of the
DTN processes as it reads messages from the IN_QUEUE and puts messages into the
OUT_QUEUE. Moreover, the messages send to and received from MOE or the MRS
respectively are handled in this module.
A start() method invoked by the main module creates three threads which are

constantly running in the MOPS model. One thread is responsible for checking the
connection’s health to the rover by pinging it periodically via DTN. The other two
threads are however much more important for the integration of the MRS adapter.
A data_monitor thread is monitoring the IN_QUEUE for incoming messages and per-
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forms different actions dependent on the contents of the message. The last thread
takes care of publishing internal telemetry of MOPS to the MRS such as the latest
line in the log or the currently opened menu in the GUI. If the MRS are disabled by
setting a flag in the MOPS configuration file to “False”, the last thread is not needed
at all, as nothing can be published to the MRS in this case.
Furthermore, the module contains a command class which allows to transmit oper-

ations to the rover via its send() method. It creates the message in the proprietary
format and puts it to the OUT_QUEUE. For each available command a subclass is de-
fined that inherits this method. Also telemetry classes exist for each parameter which
define its properties and store the current value.
Additionally, a class called Model() exists which defines the functions listed in the

command mapping in Table 3.1 on page 30. Hence, this class is the one that gets
instantiated in the MRS adapter (ref. Subsec. 3.3.1) to be able to make calls on these
functions. All the functions in the Model() class have the same pattern like, for
example, the goTo command: self.goTo = GoTo.send. The functions are simply
mapped to the send() function of the corresponding command class mentioned above.

4.3. Integration of the Adapter into the METERON
Operations Software

MOPS interacted with the MRS of course also before the newly designed API existed.
Thus, MOPS and the MOPS model contained already modules and code parts at the
start of this work that were used to send SOAP messages to services or the broker,
respectively. The integration of the adapter requires either the replacement of these
parts or their removal if they are not used any more. Moreover, it is important that
every part of code that is related to the MRS is surrounded by an if-statement that
allows to skip these parts if the service layer flag in the MOPS configuration is set to
“False”.

4.3.1. Starting the Adapter
For utilising the MRS adapter the .so file that was created using Cython (ref. Sec. 4.1)
has to be imported into MOPS. To tell Python where the file can be found the
directory of the file has to be appended to the Python path first. Afterwards, the
module can be imported as usual and an instance of the MRSAdapter() wrapper class
that has been specified in the pyx file for Cython can be created.

1 sys . path . append ( ’ . . / MRS_Adapter ’ )
2 import Py_MRS_Adapter as adapter
3

4 MRS_ADAPTER = adapter . MRSAdapter ( )
5 i f not MRS_ADAPTER. i n i t i a l i s e ( " . . / MRS_Adapter/ adapter_conf ig " ) :
6 l o gg ing . e r r o r ( " Fa i l ed to s t a r t MRS_Adapter ! Terminating . . . " )
7 stop ( )
8 [ . . . ]
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All functions of the MRS adapter that have been defined in the pyx file are now
available from the MRS_ADAPTER variable. Everything that has to be done in order to
start the adapter and the MRS is calling the initialise function with the location of
the adapter’s configuration file.

4.3.2. Sending Telemetry and Notifications
As already mentioned in Section 4.2, there are two threads of special interest. The
thread which is supposed to periodically publish internal telemetry to the MRS has
to invoke the publishParam() function of the adapter in order to send the telemetry.
Before the usage of the new API, a method had to be invoked where a whole SOAP
message was created. This SOAP message was then sent directly to the broker
who forwards the message to the broker on ground. For the capability to publish
telemetry with SOAP messages two additional modules did exist which have now
been completely removed. They are not needed anymore because the SOAP message
creation is included in the functionality of the new MRS API. Sending telemetry is
now much simpler from the point of view of MOPS as it is enough to call the function
of the API that expects only the list of parameters and the name of the system the
telemetry belongs to.
In the data_monitor thread the function to publish parameters has to be called

as well because this thread processes the incoming messages from the rover. If the
message contains a status update, the telemetry parameter values are stored in MOPS
and are additionally published to the MRS. If the message from the rover does not
contain telemetry but information about the execution status of a command that was
sent to the rover earlier, a notification has to be published to the MRS adapter.
Which notification has to be published and hence which API function needs to be

invoked depends basically on three fields of the received message from the rover. Two
fields of the message contain a boolean value representing the acknowledgement of
reception and the acknowledgement of execution of the command by the rover. The
third field contains optional return values related to a command. In case of a failure or
interruption of a command the rover will fill this field with FAIL or INTERRUPTED
respectively and the two flags will be filled with TRUE by convention. The contents of
the three fields results in compliance with Table 3.3 on page 33 to the implementation
of the following behaviour:

|TRUE|FALSE||: The command has been received but was not executed yet. Hence,
notifyOperationAcknowledged(...,true,’R3’) is called.

|TRUE|TRUE||: The command has been received and was successfully executed.
Hence, notifyOperationExecuted(...,true) is called.

|TRUE|TRUE|INTERRUPTED|: The command has been received but its execution was
interrupted. Hence, notifyOperationExecutionInterrupted(...) is called.

|TRUE|TRUE|FAIL|: The command has been received but its execution was not
successful. Hence, notifyOperationExecuted(...,false) is called.
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The publishing of notifications related to the dispatching of commands has not
been covered yet. These notifications have to be provided when the send() func-
tion of the command class is invoked. This can either happen when the MRS
adapter forwards a command from ground to the Model() class or when an as-
tronaut wants to send a command from MOPS directly. In both cases the noti-
fication about the forwarding of the command to the rover is published with the
notifyOperationAcknowledged(...,true,’RF2’) function of the API. For the lat-
ter case, an additional notification about the release of the command is provided
before via notifyOperationReleased(...). If a command was dispatched from
MOE on ground, this release notification has already been published by MOE.
The creation and sending of the SOAP messages for the notifications with the old

API required another two modules that could now be removed. Moreover, two more
modules could be removed that were needed to expose the Model() class to the old
MRS API for the forwarding of commands. The old API was only available in JAVA
and the use of Jython and Pyro to access the MOPS code required some additional
code on the Python side which became needless now. Due to the simplified access
to the MRS via the new API, it was possible to remove six Python files in total.
Moreover, the structure of the MOPS model module could be entirely kept as it
was before because the functions used to publish messages to the MRS were simply
replaced by the new ones.

4.4. Redesign and Improvements
The integration of the MRS adapter into MOPS in the way it was described above
seemed to be the most simple approach. The structure of MOPS is kept, the added
code is not extensive and it was only added at places where it replaces messages to the
old implementation of the MRS. However, during initial tests whether the adapter is
successfully forwarding commands to MOPS and sending telemetry and notifications
to the MRS, a significant issue appeared. While investigating the occurring error,
a redesign of the integration was considered as it resolves the issue and provides
additionally a cleaner separation between the actual MOPS code and code related to
the adapter.

4.4.1. Reasons for the Redesign
During first tests a segmentation fault error was observed within the MRS API.
The error, that causes a crash of the application, appeared from time to time when
commands are sent from MOE via the MRS to MOPS and then to the rover. However,
it was not possible to trace the source for the error back to the sending of a certain
command or a certain amount of dispatched commands. It was occurring completely
inconsistent and no specific pattern causing the error could be observed.
Moreover, the segmentation fault was not caused by the forwarding of the command

itself but by the publishing of the related notification via the MRS API function
notifyOperationAcknowledged(...,true,’RF2’). The function is invoked directly
after the command is put in the OUT_QUEUE in MOPS to inform about the successful
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forwarding. It could be noticed that the error appears only for commanding from
MOE. Sending commands to the rover directly from MOPS worked without problems,
although the exact same notification is published in both cases.
There is only one difference between commanding from MOE and MOPS which

can affect the MRS. In the former case, the MRS is of course sending the command to
MOPS first before it receives the notification about the forwarding to the rover. This
fact creates a rather undesirable sequence of method invocations. The diagram in
Figure 4.1 presents this sequence for a goTo command sent from MOE. The command
is normally forwarded from the Robotic Motion Control Service itself to the API
which involves the translation from JAVA to C ++ . The implemented interface in the
adapter receives the command and invokes the goTo() function in the MOPS model
using the Python/C API. In MOPS itself the send() function is finally called which
creates a command message and puts it into the OUT_QUEUE.
However, the end of the send() method is not reached yet as the publishing of the

notification is included in that method as well. Hence, instead of returning step by
step to the initial function call now, another sequence of function calls is performed.

MRS C ++ API Adapter MOPS
Model

Command
Class

goTo(x,y)
goTo(x,y) Py_CallMethod

(goTo,x,y)
GoTo.send(x,y)

notifyCmd-
Ack(RF2)notifyOp-

Ack(RF2)notifyOp-
Ack(RF2)

ERROR

return
return

return

return
return

return
return

Fig. 4.1: The sequence diagram shows the method invocations for the forwarding of
a goTo command from the MRS to MOPS and the subsequent notification.
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The notification is published via the interface defined by Cython to the adapter
and the adapter in turn invokes the corresponding function of the API. During the
conversion from C ++ in the API to JAVA in the MRS the segmentation fault occurs
in an inconsistent manner. For the cases in which it does not occur, the functions
return now finally back to the initial sending of the goTo command from the MRS.
The behaviour described above is apparently responsible for the segmentation fault.

It was not possible to investigate the exact source of the error but calling back and
forth from and to the MRS at the same time seemed to be the crucial point. As the
coupled execution of the command forwarding and the publishing of notifications is
not a desirable pattern anyway, it was decided to design a new approach of integrating
the adapter. Thus, a cleaner implementation can be provided which eliminates the
error at the same time, so that no additional time has to be spent on investigating
the problem.

4.4.2. The New Design Approach
The redesign has the objective to decouple the notification from the forwarding of
the command. Thereby, the above described problem can be avoided. The decou-
pling is achieved by creating an additional module containing a new process. The
initialisation of the MRS adapter is moved to this module and all the invocations
of adapter functions are done within this new process. An MRS_QUEUE is introduced
to pass information to the process from the MOPS model module. At the positions,
where the MRS adapter was directly called before the redesign, a message is now put
into the MRS_QUEUE.
For the redesigned integration of the MRS adapter, the sequence of method invo-

cations for the forwarding of a goTo command is shown in Figure 4.2. It can be seen
that the send() method in the command class is now returning before a notifica-
tion is published. The needed arguments for the notification have been put in the
MRS_QUEUE, which are read from the process independently later on. The object from
the queue contains a string defining which notification or telemetry data shall be sent.
The related function of the adapter is then called which forwards the message to the
MRS. Afterwards, the methods return to the process again.
The new design with an independent process separates the code related to the MRS

from the rest of the MOPS code. The integration of the adapter is placed in an own
module and in the MOPS code only the MRS_QUEUE has to be filled with messages.
Most importantly, the decoupled sending of notifications upon the reception of a
command from the MRS resolved the occurring segmentation fault.

4.5. Environmental Setup
The new MRS itself, the adapter and its integration into MOPS require some addi-
tional setup in order to allow a proper performance. Some configuration files have to
be edited and the start-up script of MOPS needs some additions.
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MRS C ++ API Adapter MOPS
Model

Command
Class

Adapter
Process

goTo(x,y)
goTo(x,y) Py_CallMethod

(goTo,x,y)
GoTo.send(x,y)

return
return

return
return

notifyCmd-
Ack(RF2)notifyOp-

Ack(RF2)notifyOp-
Ack(RF2)

return
return

return

Fig. 4.2: The sequence diagram shows the method invocations for the forwarding of
a goTo command from the MRS to MOPS and the subsequent notification
after the redesign of the integration of the adapter. The publishing of
the notification is not directly coupled to the forwarding of the command
anymore in this design.

4.5.1. METERON Robotic Services Setup
For the MRS the setup is mainly related to the configuration of the services which
is done by editing the rs.properties file. First of all, the IP address of the bro-
ker which takes care of publishing telemetry and notifications to ground needs to
be specified. In this case the broker is running on the same machine as the MRS
and MOPS, so that the IP address is identical. However, it is also possible to have
the broker at a remote location as it is the case for the direct ground link to MOE:
The MRS are deployed on the rover while the broker on ground runs on the MOE
machine (ref. Fig.2.6, p. 19).
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The remaining part of the file deals with the configuration of the services. For
each service the corresponding HTTP and DTN endpoint has to be specified and the
available operations have to be listed. All operations are defined by a command name
as well as an area, service and operation ID. If a command is not set like this, the
MRS will not be able to process notifications sent by MOPS related to this command.
Moreover, there is an mrsapi.bashrc file which takes care of setting several envi-

ronmental paths to allow a flawless execution of the MRS. As the MRS, or the API
respectively, consists of some shared libraries and also depends on some JAVA related
shared libraries, their paths need to be added in this file to the LD_LIRBRARY_PATH.
Additionally, all JAR files of the MRS are added to the CLASSPATH variable and the
location of the rs.properties file is specified in a variable. The .bashrc file has then
to be sourced via source mrsapi.bashrc in order to apply the specified settings to
the current shell.

4.5.2. METERON Operations Software Setup
MOPS itself requires some configuration before the start up as well. In a Python script
several parameters are defined such as the DTN endpoint of the rover or the names of
the rover and the robotic workstation. The names are of relevance to inform the MRS
about who was the source of notifications or telemetry. Also different directories are
specified for file transfers or the storing of log files and also the disabling of the MRS
can be defined here.
Furthermore, the shell script used to automate the starting of MOPS was modified.

The sourcing of the mrsapi.bashrc mentioned in the previous subsection is added to
the shell script as well as the adding of the MRS adapter’s shared library directory to
the LD_LIRBRARY_PATH. As the shared library is not placed at a standard location such
as /usr/lib, it would not be found by the loader without specifying it in the variable.
MOPS can then be started with the command “sudo python mops_main.py”.
However, it turned out that the environmental variables like the CLASSPATH or

the LD_LIRBRARY_PATH are not preserved when using the sudo command. Hence,
the directories were initially added to the /etc/environment file which can be used
to store environmental variables and to the /etc/ld.so.conf file respectively. The
latter file specifies directories that shall be searched for shared libraries that are not
stored in a default location. By doing so MOPS can be properly executed.
This approach is nevertheless not a preferred solution as it requires some additional

steps that would need to be performed on each laptop where MOPS is supposed to run
for the first time. Therefore, it was searched for an alternative solution and it turned
out that the -E option of sudo allows to keep environmental variables. This does not
apply to the LD_LIBRARY_PATH but this variable can be simply passed as an argu-
ment. The new command to start MOPS looks then like “sudo -E LD_LIBRARY_PATH
= $LD_LIBRARY_PATH python mops_main.py”. As a result, MOPS can be started to-
gether with the MRS adapter and the MRS by executing the start-up script without
applying any permanent changes to the system.
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4.6. Integration of the Adapter into the Software
Interface to Hardware

The communication via the MRS is also supposed to be established on the direct
ground link between MOE and the robotic system (ref. Fig. 2.6, p. 19). Thus, SITH
needs to be able to communicate with the MRS deployed at the robotic test site on
the ground in the same manner as MOPS does in space.
The MRS adapter, developed for MOPS to use the MRS API, can fortunately

be entirely reused as the Python code of SITH is to a large extend identical to the
MOPS code (ref. Subsec. 2.4.3). Therefore, also the integration of the adapter into
the Python code of SITH can be done without applying any noteworthy changes.
The environmental setup described in the previous Section 4.5 is basically valid as
well. Of course the address of the broker and the endpoints used for the services have
to be adapted in the rs.properties file. The used broker is now the one on ground
located on the system running MOE and the endpoints of the services have to be set
to point to the robotic system.
However, making the MRS and the MRS adapter executable on a different system

requires some adaptations. The libraries of the MRS have been delivered for a 32-bit
system and the shared library of the adapter has been built on the 32-bit system of
MOPS as well. In contrast, a rover simulator that is used for initial tests is running
on a 64-bit system and the MOCUP rover is even based on an ARM architecture.
For the simulator, the MRS adapter can be easily rebuild again with the compiler

on the 64-bit system resulting in a compatible shared library. The JAR files of the
MRS can be kept as JAVA is in principle system independent but the shared libraries
of the MRS API had to be rebuild as well. After applying several changes to the
makefile related to system specific options, the shared libraries of the MRS could also
be created. Hence, a proper communication on the ground link using the MRS was
achieved for the simulator.
For the MOCUP rover however, the integration of the MRS and the adapter turned

out to be problematic. Creating the compatible shared libraries can be achieved by
adopting the makefiles again and compiling the source code on the target system. The
JAVA part of the MRS was in contrast causing issues. MOCUP did not have any
JAVA Development Kit or Runtime Environment present so that an appropriate one
had to be installed. The development of JDKs for ARM architectures started appar-
ently with version 1.7.0, while the JAR files of the MRS had been delivered for version
1.6.0. It was tried to resolve this issue by compiling the JAVA code into JAR files on
MOCUP using the newer version of the JDK. Nevertheless, the implementation of the
Web Services, which are using JAX-WS, does not seem to work well anymore when
created with version 1.7.0 of the JDK and causes errors during start-up of the MRS.
After a detailed investigation of the MRS’s source code and the method within the

JRE that causes the issue during runtime, it turned out that the MRS can be made
compatible to JAVA 1.7.0 by adapting a couple of lines of code in different classes in
the MRS. Compiling the updated source code again resulted in an MRS version that
can now be executed on the Beagleboard with ARM architecture. This allows finally
to establish the desired direct ground link between MOE and MOCUP.
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The performance of the MRS adapter integrated into the METERON infrastructure
has to be validated of course. The two different setups that have been used for testing
are described in this chapter. During the development phase testing was primarily
done on a single laptop whereas major tests have been performed in the Development
Chain of METERON. The results of the tests are presented in the end, demonstrating
a successful integration of the adapter but also emphasising the importance of these
tests as small but diverse issues emerged.

5.1. Local Testing
The local testing and debugging during the development of the MRS adapter was
done on a normal laptop running three virtual machines. The virtual machines are
representing the machine running MOE, the machine on the ISS running MOPS and
a machine running a rover simulator. The basic setup presented in Figure 5.1 shows
the triangular connection between the virtual machines.
MOE and MOPS as well as MOPS and the rover simulator are connected via DTN

because these two connections represent the space link going through the ISS. The
direct link between MOE and the simulator is established via HTTP. In the different
communication chains used for development (ref. Sec. 5.2) and for the mission oper-
ation during experiments, of course more subsystems are involved in between MOE,
MOPS and the robotic system. Nevertheless, even this simple setup allows already
to perform meaningful tests as the three main endpoints are involved and connected
via the proper protocols.
All three virtual machines are running Linux based operating systems. While the

virtual machine for MOE uses SUSE Linux, the virtual machine for MOPS makes
use of CentOS. The virtual machine for the simulator is running a lightweight version
of the Ubuntu operating system as the simulator does not provide a complex GUI
or processes that would require much resources. The simulated robotic system is
producing periodic telemetry updates and manipulates the telemetry according to
incoming commands. The capabilities of the simulator are however restricted to the
most important commands. The reception of commands as well as the sending of
telemetry and notifications is taken care of by SITH (ref. Subsec. 2.4.3) to which the
simulator software is directly connected.
The MRS adapter is integrated into MOPS and SITH so that the setup allows

to test the space and the ground link communicating via the MRS. It is not only
of interest to validate whether the MRS adapter is correctly transmitting messages
but also if the redesigned MRS itself is working as expected and if MOE is able to
receive and send messages on both routes. Both systems are developed and extended
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Fig. 5.1: The setup of the local test infrastructure consisting of three virtual ma-
chines installed on one laptop used for initial testing.

in parallel to the MRS adapter so that this local test setup is an important reference
for the validation of newly released versions of MOE and the MRS.
For simplicity the IP addresses of all three machines where set to the same subnet

so that an easy communication between them can be provided without any required
routing. Additionally, each machine needs to specify a node for the communication
via DTN which is represented by a simple five-digit number. In the graphic only the
first and the last digits are presented because these addresses are the ones used for
the upcoming experiments and have to be treated confidential.
The routing between the DTN nodes has to be specified in an ion.rc file which

is individual for each machine. It is read on start up of the ION DTN and is basi-
cally defining to which node outgoing messages shall go and to which node incoming
messages have to be forwarded in case the own node is not the destination of the
message, yet. For the triangular setup of the three virtual machines these settings
are trivial as routing is not required at all. The Development Chain however contains
additional nodes with addresses in different subnets which makes the configuration
files more complex.
As the development of the MRS adapter proceeded, the MOCUP rover was intro-

duced into the test setup replacing the simulator. Thereby, it is possible to check the
proper transmission of the entire list of available commands and the correct process-
ing of the notifications. Moreover, different behaviours that might emerge between
the simulator and the real hardware can be anticipated and fixed before performing
more sophisticated tests in the Development Chain.
For the communication with MOCUP, a router has to be attached to the lap-

top, on which the virtual machines are installed. The router’s IP address is set to
192.128.170.1, while MOCUP keeps the address, the simulator was using. The con-
nection to the router can be established with an Ethernet cable or wireless for which
MOCUP has a second IP address in the same subnet. Moreover, the network set-
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tings of the virtual machines of MOE and MOPS have to be adapted. The virtual
machines had been set to the Network Address Translation option. With this setting,
the virtual machines use a virtual Ethernet adapter and access the network with the
host computer’s IP address. This is not desirable if the machines do not only have to
communicate with one another but also with the external network (i.e. the router).
The virtual machines are therefore set to the Bridged Networking option which allows
them to appear on the network as individual machines with own IP addresses using
the physical Ethernet adapter of the host computer.

5.2. Tests in the Development Chain
Besides the simple local testing on a single computer, the validation of the MRS
adapter and of the other systems of METERON is also performed in the Development
Chain, in short Dev Chain. It is set up to provide a realistic environment similar to the
one present during experiments. Hence, the whole METERON architecture can be
properly validated and prepared for the experiments to ensure a flawless functioning.

5.2.1. The Development Chain
The Dev Chain tries to remodel the network configuration from the Operations Chain
(Ops Chain), which is used during experiments, locally at ESOC. The Ops Chain
in contrast involves different geographically separated sites where the nodes of the
METERON architecture are deployed. The major locations are of course the ISS
with MOPS, the robotic test site with the rovers and the M&C site at ESOC with
MOE. Compared to the three nodes used during initial testing, a gateway node for
routing the traffic is required in the Dev Chain as well as a ground station node which
is simulating the receiving and sending of messages to MOPS on the ISS. The Dev
Chain models the network between these distributed nodes and is meant to provide
a realistic test environment close to the real experiment.
The testing with the three virtual machines on a single computer was based on

direct connections between them. This is no longer applicable in the Dev Chain
because different subnets are involved and the above mentioned additional nodes are
added. Furthermore, the nodes of the Dev Chain are not entirely represented by
virtual machines placed on a single machine or server respectively but might involve
physical hardware as well. A router is connected to the virtual machine of the gateway
node, which allows to communicate with the MOCUP rovers, and also MOPS can be
deployed on a physical model of the laptop which used on the ISS, if necessary.
As mentioned in Subsection 2.4.1, MOE is not only deployed twice at ESOC as

prime and backup during experiments but is also used at BUSOC and ESTEC to allow
the teams at these locations to monitor the status of the experiment as well. In the
Dev Chain however only the MOE deployments at ESOC are included. Deployments
representing other sites would be just additional connections to the gateway node in
the same way as the MOEs from ESOC are connected. Hence, there would be no
further test opportunities created by connecting more MOE deployments.
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5.2.2. Objectives
The tests carried out in the Dev Chain during this work are pursuing several objectives
alongside the validation of the developed MRS adapter. While METERON exper-
iments have always been performed with a single robotic system so far, upcoming
experiments are meant to demonstrate the feasibility of monitoring and controlling
multiple robots. Different aspects of the METERON architecture have to be tested
to encounter this task.
MOE has been redesigned and extended to meet the additional requirements for

multi-robot operations. This does not only include the dispatching of commands to
different destinations but also the monitoring of incoming data from various robotic
systems in parallel. Hence, the extension and configuration of MOE needs to be
validated.
However, MOE is not the only system which is tested for multi-robot support in

the Dev Chain for the first time. Also the functionality of the redesigned MRS with
its API needs to be fully tested as well as the MRS adapter and the brokers. The
broker in space and the broker on ground should be both able to handle messages
of multiple robots as they are just publishing the messages they are receiving to
subscribed systems and do not care about their contents. So in principle, there is no
difference for the broker between publishing messages from a single system or from
multiple systems. Nevertheless, it has to be validated if the increased amount of data
can cause issues.
Besides the above mentioned major parts of METERON’s functionality also some

other newly introduced capabilities are tested. One of them is the automated file
transfer from MOPS to MOE. The MRS is constantly polling a specified folder on
the MOPS machine for available files. New files are then sent to the MOE machine
where a File Proxy is running and distributes the files to MOE. This is of special
interest for pictures taken by the robotic system and then transmitted to MOPS.
Furthermore, a health and status service has been implemented for the MOPS

machine. This is currently not a service of the MRS but an independently running
application which is periodically reading system parameters of the machine and trans-
mits them to MOE via the broker. The M&C team can thereby monitor the system
health of the laptop, the astronaut is using on the ISS, in terms of disk space, CPU
usage, temperature and many more.
The capability of video streaming is another new functionality which is validated

during the tests in the Dev Chain. The software of the MOCUP rover has been
extended to support video recording and the possibility of displaying the video stream
on the MOPS machine has been included. MOE does not support video streaming
yet, so that the validation of this feature is limited to MOPS and MOCUP.
The fact however that the video frames are transferred via the DTN link contains

another aspect going to be validated, which is the DTN connections itself. So far the
data, being sent over DTN, were only strings of reasonable length between MOCUP
and MOPS and also the SOAP messages transmitted between MOE and MOPS were
only related to the operation of a single robotic system. Now, the DTN network has to
transfer video frames on one side and telemetry, health and status data, notifications
and commands for multiple robots on the other side. Hence, the traffic is more than
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twice as much as before and it should be observed whether any issues emerge on the
network as a consequence.
Additionally, the general discovery of unforeseen difficulties in any domain or the

awareness of limitations of the systems in the METERON architecture are important
aspects that play a role during the tests. Finally, these tests are also helpful to
train the procedures for the execution of the actual experiments, ensuring that no
complications arise within the operations team during the experiments.

5.2.3. The Configuration of the Development Chain
The setup of the Dev Chain may vary slightly depending on the specific purpose of
the performed tests. As mentioned before MOPS can for example run on a virtual
machine or on a physical laptop and also the number of involved robotic systems
might change. The configuration of the Dev Chain as it was used to validate the
MRS adapter and the METERON architecture during this work is shown in Fig-
ure 5.2. Although the IP addresses and ION nodes are masked again for reasons of
confidentiality, they are kept in a way that it is possible to distinguish them and to
recognise related subnets.
As explained in Subsection 5.2.2, the monitoring and control of multiple robots in

parallel with MOE is one central aspect that shall be validated during the tests in the
Dev Chain. Hence, two MOCUP rovers are set up to take part in the tests. They are
identical in their functionality and are both connected to the router at the gateway
node via a wireless connection using IP addresses of the 1xx.xxx.2.0 subnet.
The MOPS software is currently not able to command or monitor more than one

rover so that two distinct machines running MOPS are required. These machines are
labeled in the figure with “T61p” as this is the name of the laptop model used on
the ISS. In this configuration each T61p machine is dedicated to one of the MOCUP
rovers, meaning that MOPS on T61p-A communicates with MOCUP1, whereas T61p-
B communicates with MOCUP2. As a consequence, only the telemetry of one rover
is visible in each MOPS deployment.
The video streaming functionality, which shall be validated as well, was in an early

development stage at the time of the first tests and was thus only working properly
on a physical T61p laptop but not in a virtual machine. Hence, only one T61p was
represented by a virtual machine, while the second MOPS deployment was running
on a physical model of the T61p laptop. This has the advantage that not only
video streaming can be validated but also differing behaviours between a virtual and
physical machine might be noticed.
As MOPS is present two times, the MRS and the adapter have of course to be

started up on each machine as well, ensuring that both MOPS deployments can
communicate with MOE and vice versa. Moreover, a broker is required on both T61p
machines to send telemetry and notifications to the broker on ground. In principle a
single broker on one of the T61p machines would be sufficient if they would have a
direct connection between each other. However, it was decided to keep the network
configuration as is and to use two individual brokers instead, which publish messages
to ground.
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Fig. 5.2: The setup of the Development Chain for testing and validating the sys-
tems of the METERON architecture. This configuration with two MOPS
deployments and two MOCUP rovers was used to prepare for upcoming
experiments involving multi-rover operations. Based on internal graphic.

The T61p machines are connected to the GSE node which simulates the ground
station environment and forwards traffic from and to the gateway node. The gateway
routes the messages from the T61p machines to the MOCUP rovers or to the MOE
machines depending on the specifications within the ION configuration file. Com-
mands which have the destination node 3xxx4 or 3xxx5 respectively are forwarded
to the MOCUP rovers, while telemetry and notification messages with the endpoints
3xxx2 and 3xxx1 respectively are forwarded to MOE.
A routed network connection from the primary and backup MOE deployments to

the MOCUP rovers via the gateway node does in principle exist but was not used
during the tests performed during this work. This is due to the compatibility issues
related to the deployment of the MRS on MOCUP (ref. Subsec. 4.6). Although
the MRS were integrated on MOCUP successfully by now, the occurring problems
resulted in a delay, so that the tests in the Dev Chain could not make use of the
direct ground link so far. As a consequence, only the space link is currently available,
relaying commands dispatched from MOE through MOPS to the MOCUP rovers.
Also telemetry coming from the rovers is transmitted to MOE via MOPS only and
not on the direct route.
In contrast to MOPS, MOE is able to send commands destined for any of the

two rovers. The MOE properties allow to specify different nodes as destination for
commands which are in this case the two MRS deployments on the T61p laptops (i.e.
nodes 3xxx8 and 3xxx9). In the MOE GUI the desired robotic system is then selected
before dispatching a command and the configuration will ensure that commands for
MOCUP1 reach T61p-A and commands for MOCUP2 reach T61p-B.
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The broker deployed on the primary MOE machine receives all incoming telemetry
and notifications from both MOPS/MOCUP pairs and forwards it to both MOE
deployments. As the MRS passes the source of the messages as an argument within
the message, MOE can easily distinguish the incoming telemetry parameters and can
display all data properly in dedicated views for each rover.

5.3. Test Procedure
At the beginning of the tests a certain procedure should be followed in order to start
up all systems properly. If all applications are running it can be proceeded to perform
the actual validation of certain aspects.
Assuming that the physical or virtual machines of all nodes have been booted, the

first step is to establish the network connections between the nodes. This is done by
starting the ION DTN on all nodes with their individual configuration files. With the
bping command it is possible to ping other DTN nodes, allowing to check whether
all connections have been established and if the DTN is properly running on each
machine. It is also desirable to synchronise the dates and times of each machine in
case they are not. This is not necessary but of course useful to obtain a consistent
history of telemetry data for later analysis.
When the network is set up, the different brokers on the T61p machines and on the

MOE machine can be started. To ensure an establishment of the connection between
the brokers in space and on ground it should be confirmed that the endpoints specified
in the broker settings are correct. On the T61p machines the next step is to enable
the transmission of health and status data via the broker to ground and also MOPS
can be finally launched as well. As the MRS adapter is integrated in MOPS, it is
instantiated in parallel and initialises the MRS. On one of the MOE machines the
authorization service has to be started, which takes care of the commanding rights
of the MOE deployments, and also the primary and backup MOE can be launched
immediately afterwards.
After start-up of the MOCUP rovers, the first thing to check is the DTN connection

because it should have been automatically initialised during the boot process. The
time is also synchronised on start up and the actual robotic software is launched
automatically as well. So in principle, an intervention on the MOCUP rovers is not
required but however sometimes necessary if network connection problems arise.
As all systems are up and running, the first validation concerns the proper reception

of all kind of data. Both MOPS deployments should indicate a healthy network
connection to their dedicated MOCUP rover and should display periodically updating
telemetry. The same sets of rover telemetry should reach MOE via the MRS and
should appear in separate telemetry views. Besides these data, internal telemetry of
MOPS and also the health and status data of the laptops should be received and
shown in MOE.
If all data are received as expected, the execution of commands and the reception

of the corresponding notifications can be validated. As a starting point, commands
are sent one by one from the primary MOE, the backup MOE and the two MOPS de-
ployments to the MOCUP rovers. It should be confirmed that the received telemetry
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has changed according to the input of the sent command and that the notifications in
MOE are showing up as expected. As long as the rovers are located in the same room,
it can additionally be validated visually if the operation was successfully performed.
For an increase of complexity, a whole stack of commands can be transmitted to the

rover to validate if the MRS and the adapter are forwarding all commands reliably
and to see if notifications are received for each individual command. Also the sending
of plan files, which contain a sequence of commands, is tested to check if the rover
processes the commands of the sequence one after another upon plan execution.
Moreover, tests which include the video streaming functionality are performed.

This has not only the purpose of validating the video streaming itself but also of
stressing the DTN connection with a an increased amount of data. While having
the video streaming activated, commands are transmitted to the rover to check if
MOCUP and MOPS can handle the video transmission and reception in parallel
with other tasks. Especially the capturing of an image during the recording of a
video was tested.

5.4. Results
During the constant testing with the simple local test setup and especially during the
sophisticated validations in the Dev Chain, it could be confirmed that the METERON
infrastructure in general and the MRS adapter in particular are performing well in
a multi-rover scenario. Nevertheless, some very diverse issues could be observed as
well which were mainly minor problems but demonstrate the need for these kind of
tests.
The transmission of telemetry and its reception in MOPS and MOE was not ex-

posed to any noticeable problems. The data were properly displayed throughout all
tests in the Dev Chain which implies that the MRS adapter was successfully forward-
ing the data it receives from MOPS to the broker. Also the health and status data
of the T61p laptops were constantly provided and received in MOE. The sending
of commands via the MRS to MOPS and then from MOPS to the MOCUP rovers
worked flawlessly for the operations that are supported by the MRS as well as for
operations sent via the Action Service as a string representation.
The notifications for verifying the execution of the commands were in general show-

ing up properly in MOE as well but nevertheless issues appeared initially in some
cases. If the command name of an operation that has to be sent via the Action
Service is correctly typed in MOE and then dispatched, the notifications are work-
ing as expected. If the string however contains a typing error, the command is not
recognised by MOPS and therefore not forwarded to the rover. This failure should
be represented in the verification flags in MOE by showing a red F at stage RF2 but
this flag and all subsequent flags were not set at all. Hence, the MOPS code was
extended to cover this missing case and is now producing the correct notifications.
Moreover, for some of the command names the specifications in the properties file of

the MRS were missing which led to warnings, when MOPS tried to send notifications
related to these commands. However, after including the command definitions into
the properties, the lack of notifications in these cases could be resolved as well. These
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are of course minor issues but demonstrate typical problems that shall be revealed
during the tests and should not appear in the actual experiments.
Another problem related to the notifications appeared when using plan files with

several commands instead of sending a command directly. For the upload of a file
from MOPS to the rover and also for the execution of the single commands within
the plan file no notifications were provided. This behaviour is not caused by a bug
in the MRS adapater or its integration into MOPS but rather due to limitations in
the design of the MRS and the way how MOPS and MOCUP deal with file transfers.
Hence, it still has to be determined how the implementations will be adapted or if one
refrains from receiving some of the notifications in MOE for the execution of plans.
The verifications for all other commands are in contrast working flawlessly after

fixing the minor issues, which can be seen exemplarily in Figure 5.3. The ROTATE
command in the first two lines and the GO_TO command in the last two lines have
been send from MOPS and MOE respectively via the space link. It can be noticed
that the release flag is once set from space as MOPS sent the command and once from
ground as MOE released the command. For the command dispatched from MOPS
the RF1 flag is undefined as the command is not passing through the MRS on its
way to the rover. The TRAVEL command in the center line has been dispatched from
MOE via the ground link. This was only tried in the local test setup as the ground
link was not yet part of the tests in the Dev Chain. It can be seen that the RF2 is
not set on this route as it corresponds to the forwarding of the command in MOPS
which is not part of this route. The A and S flags are never set because they are not
supported by the used MOCUP rover (ref. Subsec. 3.2.4).
Besides the above mentioned results showing the correct functioning of the MRS

adapter, also results for other systems and aspects of the tests could be obtained.
The video streaming functionality for example, which has been newly introduced,
has been validated successfully on a physical T61p laptop and is by now also cor-
rectly working on a virtual machine.

Fig. 5.3: The verification stages received in MOE for the different ways of dispatching
a command: The first two lines belong to a ROTATE command sent by
MOPS. The third line shows the pattern of verifications received for a
command sent from MOE to MOCUP on the ground link. The last two
lines represent the verifications of a GO_TO command released from MOE
on the space link.
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Furthermore, the automatic file transfer of pictures from MOPS to MOE as soon as
MOPS receives them from MOCUP was in principle found to be working. However,
two issues could be observed during the experiment which were affecting a flawless
performance. When a picture from MOCUP arrives in the folder that is polled for
new files by the MRS, the picture will be sent to the MOE machine instantly even
though the reception of the image on the MOPS machine was not completed yet. As
a consequence, the pictures received in MOE contain only a fraction of the actual
image. The second issue was an extraordinary high CPU load discovered on the
MOPS machine while the MRS was running. The CPU load was found to be caused
by a bug in the MRS. Apparently, missing interval specification was leading to an
uninterrupted polling of the MOPS folder. The delivery of a patched version of the
MRS solved this issue, leaving the CPU load on nominal values.
Regarding the general performance and stability of the ION DTN network it can be

said that the network was capable of transmitting all data, including video frames, to
its destination nodes. Nevertheless, crashes of ION at single nodes occurred from time
to time requiring a restart of the network on the affected machines. Furthermore, it
could be observed during local testing that the start up of the MRS on the MOCUP
rover takes up to more than one minute most probably due to a lack of processing
power of the Beagleboard. It has to be analysed if performance improvements can
be applied in order to speed up the initialisation.
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6. Conclusion
In this work a software layer was developed that acts as an adapter for different
robotic elements of the METERON infrastructure to connect to the METERON
Robotic Services. In particular, the implemented adapter was integrated into the
robotic workstation MOPS on the ISS, into a simulator software and into the MOCUP
rover.
The redesigned API of the services allows to interact with the MRS by simple

method invocations instead of being required to create SOAP messages within the
MOPS implementation. The tight coupling between the MRS and the MOPS imple-
mentation could be removed and a clean separation was achieved by the means of
this new API and the additional software layer.
A mapping for the available commands on the different involved systems was cre-

ated and also the usage of the various notifications was defined to support a multi-hop
activity tracking of the dispatched commands. By applying the capabilities of the
Python/C API and Cython the necessary bridging between the adapter developed in
C ++ and MOPS or SITH respectively developed in Python could be successfully im-
plemented to allow MOPS to call functions of the adapter and vice versa. Moreover,
appearing compatibility issues related to the execution of the Web Services with a
newer JAVA version on the MOCUP rover were resolved. As a result, the MRS can
not only be used for the space link via the ISS but can also be deployed on MOCUP
to support a direct ground link from MOE to the rover.
During sophisticated testing in the Development Chain minor issues could be dis-

covered and resolved, resulting in a well performing adapter. Commands passing
through the MRS are successfully forwarded to the robotic element and related no-
tifications as well as telemetry data are forwarded to MOE on ground as expected.
Moreover, the tests validated that the METERON infrastructure in synergy with the
adapter is prepared for experiments involving multi-robot operations. However, some
limitations still apply such as the need for one MOPS deployment for each robotic
system.
The performed work serves as a proof-of-concept demonstrating that METERON

and in particular the MRS provide the means to support any robotic system with
monitoring and control capabilities via a standardised and easy-to-use interface. Less
custom software development and integration effort needs to be done in order to plug
in robotic systems from other agencies into the METERON infrastructure using the
MRS. The effort will be decreased even more if a robotic system is implemented in
C ++ or JAVA as no translation of programming languages would be needed between
the MRS API and the robotic system.
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7. Future Work
Within the scope of the METERON project, work on aspects in different areas is of
relevance for the future. For the MRS adapter itself future work concentrates only
on adaptations of the implementation to major external changes or extensions. If the
Robotic Services receive additional functions or even new services, the adapter needs
to be updated accordingly to provide the new functionality to the attached robotic
elements. The MRS will certainly undergo changes in the future as the CCSDS
Telerobotics Working Group is currently drafting the definitions and specifications of
standardised Telerobotic Services that shall abstract from the proprietary interfaces
of different robotic systems. As a consequence, maintenance and update activities
will be the main task for the MRS adapter.
However, for other systems in the METERON infrastructure further improvements

and new capabilities are desired to be added in order to allow an even better mon-
itoring and control in multi-robot scenarios. One significant limitation that has to
be resolved in the future is the lack of MOPS’s capability to control more than one
robotic system at a time. This extension affects not only the design of the GUI but
requires also changes in the implementation of the functionality. MOPS needs to be
enabled to send and receive messages from different DTN nodes and additionally a
redesign of the plain message format might be desirable which would allow to convey
more elaborated information.
The video streaming functionality has also the potential for further work and im-

provements. In MOPS the video stream reception is currently in development and
will still experience refinements especially in terms of a more elaborated video player.
MOE does however not support any capability to process and display video streams,
yet. This feature shall be implemented in the future to provide the operations team
on the ground with a live view of the robot’s environment.
As indicated above, the MRS will be subject to changes in the future according

to new specifications and definitions of the CCSDS Telerobotics Working Group but
even now a reimplementation of the internal architecture has started. The goal of
this reimplementation will be the replacement of the Web Services, currently used
to model the robotic services, by services using the layered architecture style of the
MO framework and the MAL (ref. Sec. 2.2). The Web Services were providing the
fastest way to provide an initial implementation of robotic services that can be used in
METERON experiments. As a result, the services were compliant to the requirements
given by the CCSDS so far but were however not making fully use of the advantages
of the MO framework.
The new implementation of the services will be based on the MAL as underlying

structure providing abstract communication patterns for the exchange of messages.
The transport layer below the MAL allows to use different network protocols for the
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transmission and reception of messages but an ION DTN transport layer has still
to be created. The Parameter Service, the Action Service and the Activity Tracking
Service are MO services which are generic enough to be applicable to the domain
of telerobotics and will hence be reused to replace the related Web Services of the
current MRS implementation. As the services specific to telerobotics are still drafted,
their implementation has to be done from scratch and can at the moment only be
designed based on the anticipation of the expected standards.
The API used by robotic systems to interface with the MRS shall in contrast remain

unchanged. Thereby, implemented adapters such as the one developed during this
work stay fully compatible and no adaptions have to be applied. The MRS can
be entirely treated as a black box and a user will not recognise any changes in the
provided functionality although a large part of the internal service structure will have
been modified.
The presented future work in different areas of the METERON project will further

improve the capabilities of its infrastructure to support the testing and evaluation
of diverse robotic elements and to prepare for future robotic exploration missions.
Especially scenarios of collaborative operations involving multiple robotic systems
from different agencies can benefit from the service-oriented and standardised design
approach of the Telrobotic Services.
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A. The METERON Robotic Services
API

A.1. Interfaces Implemented by the Service Layer
MRS Interface: This interface provides functions for getting and registering the in-
terfaces of the corresponding service. By convention a leading “I” is used to mark an
interface class, while a leading “p” denotes a pointer to a class that implements an
interface.

I N o t i f i c a t i o n S e r v i c e ∗ g e t N o t i f i c a t i o n S e r v i c e ( )

IMon i to r ingSe rv i c e ∗ ge tMon i to r ingServ i c e ( )

I F i l e T r a n s f e r S e r v i c e ∗ g e t F i l e T r a n s f e r S e r v i c e ( )

void r e g i s t e r A c t i o n S e r v i c e ( IAc t i onSe rv i c e ∗ pAct ionServ ice )

void r eg i s t e rCameraServ i c e ( ICameraService ∗ pCameraService )

void reg i s t e rF i l eManagementServ i ce ( IFi leManagementService
∗ pFileManagementService )

void r e g i s t e r M a n i p u l a t i o n S e r v i c e ( IMan ipu la t i onServ i ce
∗ pManipulat ionServ ice )

void r e g i s t e r P l a n S e r v i c e ( IP lanSe rv i c e ∗ pPlanServ ice )

void r eg i s t e rRobot i cMot i onSe rv i c e ( IRobot icMot ionServ ice
∗ pRoboticMotionService )

void r e g i s t e r S t a t u s S e r v i c e ( I S t a t u s S e r v i c e ∗ pSta tusSe rv i c e )

void r e g i s t e r M o n i t o r i n g C l i e n t ( IMon i to r ingCl i ent ∗ pMonitor ingCl ient )

void r e g i s t e r N o t i f i c a t i o n C l i e n t ( I N o t i f i c a t i o n C l i e n t
∗ p N o t i f i c a t i o n C l i e n t )

Notification Interface:

void not i fyOperat ionRe l eased ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
operat ionId , s t r i n g commandName , s t r i n g commandParameters )
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A. The METERON Robotic Services API

bool noti fyOperationAcknowledged ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t operat ionId ,
bool r e s u l t , s t r i n g s tage )

bool not i fyOperat ionExecut ion ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t operat ionId ,
bool r e s u l t )

bool not i f yOperat i onExecut ion Inte r rupted ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
opera t i on Id )

bool no t i f yOpera t i onProgre s s ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t opera t i on Id )

Monitoring Interface:

bool publ i shMonitor ingParameters ( s t r i n g assetName ,
Lis t <MonitoringParameter> parameterValues )

bool sub s c r i b e ( s t r i n g assetName )

bool unsubscr ibe ( s t r i n g assetName )

File Transfer Interface:

bool g e t F i l e ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g f i leName )

A.2. Interfaces to be Implemented by the Robotic
Workstation

Action Interface:

void executeAct ion ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g act ion , s t r i n g
releaserName , i n t opera t i on Id )

Camera Interface:

void captureImage ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g cameraId , s t r i n g
releaserName , i n t opera t i on Id )

void captureImage ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g cameraId , s t r i n g
imageFileName , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t ope ra t i on Id )

void setCameraAngle ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g cameraId , i n t t i l t , i n t
pan , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t ope ra t i on Id )

void setCameraRotateSpeed ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g cameraId , i n t speed ,
s t r i n g releaserName , i n t ope ra t i on Id )
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Manipulation Interface:

void armDeploy ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g armId , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
opera t i on Id )

void armGrasp ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g armId , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
opera t i on Id )

void armStow ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g armId , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
opera t i on Id )

Plan Interface:

void executePlan ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g planFileName , s t r i n g
releaserName , i n t opera t i on Id )

void stopPlan ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t ope ra t i on Id )

Robotic Motion Control Interface:

void approach ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g armId , s t r i n g ob jec t Id , s t r i n g
releaserName , i n t opera t i on Id )

void goTo ( s t r i n g assetName , i n t x , i n t y , i n t heading , s t r i n g
releaserName , i n t opera t i on Id )

void goTo ( s t r i n g assetName , i n t x , i n t y , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
opera t i on Id )

void l o c a l i s a t i o n ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
opera t i on Id )

void r o t a t e ( s t r i n g assetName , i n t angle , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
opera t i on Id )

void rotateTo ( s t r i n g assetName , i n t absoluteHeading , s t r i n g
releaserName , i n t opera t i on Id )

void getRoverHeading ( s t r i n g assetName )

void getRoverX ( s t r i n g assetName )

void getRoverY ( s t r i n g assetName )

void setPose ( s t r i n g assetName , i n t x , i n t y , i n t heading , s t r i n g
releaserName , i n t opera t i on Id )

void setRotateSpeed ( s t r i n g assetName , i n t rs , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
opera t i on Id )
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void setTrave lSpeed ( s t r i n g assetName , i n t ts , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
opera t i on Id )

void stop ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t ope ra t i on Id )

Status Interface:

void s e t S t a t u s I n t e r v a l ( s t r i n g assetName , i n t i n t e r v a l , s t r i n g
releaserName , i n t opera t i on Id )

File Management Interface:

void onNewFile ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g f i leName )

Monitoring Client Interface:

void onParameterChanged ( s t r i n g assetName ,\\ List <TelemetryParameter>
parameterValues )

Notification Client Interface:

void onOperat ionReleased ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t
operat ionId , s t r i n g commandName , s t r i n g commandParameters )

void onOperationAcknowledged ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t operat ionId , bool
r e s u l t , s t r i n g s tage )

void onOperationExecution ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t operat ionId , bool
r e s u l t )

void onOperat ionInterrupted ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t ope ra t i on Id )
void onOperat ionProgress ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t ope ra t i on Id )
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B.1. Adapter.pyx

1 from l ibcpp cimport bool
2 from l ibcpp . s t r i n g cimport s t r i n g
3

4 cde f extern from " . . / s r c /Adapter . h " :
5 cde f cppc l a s s Adapter :
6 Adapter ( ) except +
7 bool i n i t i a l i s e ( s t r i n g f i l ename ) ;
8 bool notifyCmdReleased ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g releaserName , i n t

operat ionId , s t r i n g commandName , s t r i n g commandParameters ) ;
9 bool notifyCmdAcknowledged ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t operat ionId ,

bool r e s u l t , s t r i n g s tage ) ;
10 bool notifyCmdExecution ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t operat ionId , bool

r e s u l t ) ;
11 bool not i fyCmdExecut ionInterrupted ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t

opera t i on Id ) ;
12 bool noti fyCmdProgress ( s t r i n g releaserName , i n t ope ra t i on Id ) ;
13

14 bool publishParam ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g parameterValues ) ;
15 bool sub s c r i b e ( s t r i n g assetName ) ;
16 bool unsubscr ibe ( s t r i n g assetName ) ;
17

18 bool g e t F i l e ( s t r i n g assetName , s t r i n g f i leName ) ;
19

20

21 cde f c l a s s MRSAdapter :
22 cde f Adapter ∗ t h i s p t r
23 de f __cinit__ ( s e l f ) :
24 s e l f . t h i s p t r = new Adapter ( )
25 de f __dealloc__ ( s e l f ) :
26 de l s e l f . t h i s p t r
27 de f i n i t i a l i s e ( s e l f , f i l ename ) :
28 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . i n i t i a l i s e ( f i l ename )
29 de f notifyCmdReleased ( s e l f , assetName , releaserName , operat ionId ,

commandName , commandParameters ) :
30 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . notifyCmdReleased ( assetName , releaserName ,

operat ionId , commandName , commandParameters )
31 de f notifyCmdAcknowledged ( s e l f , releaserName , operat ionId , r e s u l t ,

s tage ) :
32 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . notifyCmdAcknowledged ( releaserName ,

operat ionId , r e s u l t , s tage )
33 de f notifyCmdExecution ( s e l f , releaserName , operat ionId , r e s u l t ) :
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34 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . notifyCmdExecution ( releaserName ,
operat ionId , r e s u l t )

35 de f not i fyCmdExecut ionInterrupted ( s e l f , releaserName , ope ra t i on Id ) :
36 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . not i fyCmdExecut ionInterrupted ( releaserName ,

opera t i on Id )
37 de f noti fyCmdProgress ( s e l f , releaserName , ope ra t i on Id ) :
38 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . noti fyCmdProgress ( releaserName , ope ra t i on Id )
39 de f publishParam ( s e l f , assetName , parameterValues ) :
40 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . publishParam ( assetName , parameterValues )
41 de f sub s c r i b e ( s e l f , assetName ) :
42 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . s ub s c r i b e ( assetName )
43 de f unsubscr ibe ( s e l f , assetName ) :
44 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . unsubscr ibe ( assetName )
45 de f g e t F i l e ( s e l f , assetName , f i leName ) :
46 re turn s e l f . t h i s p t r . g e t F i l e ( assetName , f i leName )

B.2. Setup.py

1 import sys
2 import os
3 import s h u t i l
4

5 from d i s t u t i l s . core import setup
6 from d i s t u t i l s . ex t ens i on import Extension
7 from Cython . D i s t u t i l s import bui ld_ext
8

9 setup (
10 cmdclass = { ’ bui ld_ext ’ : bui ld_ext } ,
11 ext_modules = [
12 Extension (
13 "Py_MRS_Adapter" ,
14 sou r c e s =[ "MRS_Adapter . pyx " ] ,
15 l i b r a r i e s =[ "MRS_Adapter" , " mrsapi " , " jvm " , " mrs jn i " ,

" jdtn " ] ,
16 language=" c++" ,
17 i n c lude_d i r s =[ os . getenv ( "MRSAPI_HOME" ) + ’ / inc lude ’ ,

os . getenv ( "JAVA_HOME" ) + ’ / inc lude ’ ,
os . getenv ( "JAVA_HOME" ) + ’ / inc lude / l i nux ’ ] ,

18 l i b r a r y _ d i r s =[ ’ . ’ , os . getenv ( "MRSAPI_HOME" ) + ’ / l i b ’ ,
os . getenv ( "JAVA_HOME" ) + ’ / j r e / l i b / i386 / s e r v e r ’ ] ,

19 )
20 ]
21 )
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